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Executive Summary 
The SSD project enters its third year on October 1st.  The focus of Year 3 will be to 
harness learnings to-date about market failures and players and continue to catalyze 
private sector partners to implement simple, low-cost sanitation option within a 
supportive enabling environment. In Years 1 and 2, project teams used techniques, 
borrowed from lean start-up and human centered design, to prototype elements of 
potential business models.  These included container-based sanitation systems in Benin, 
shared septic tanks and landlord finance models in Cote d’Ivoire and community and 
government partnerships in Ghana. Field teams have gained insights from value chain 
players, for example through focus group discussions with vacuum truck operators in 
Abidjan, to design the call center model, and tested technologies, such as the Earth 
Auger, installed with the help of local masons and plumbers in the Enagnon urban slum 
in Cotonou. Project teams have also inspired new thinking among government partners, 
by taking them on site visits to neighboring countries, and introduced MFIs to the needs 
of the sanitation sector.  
 
During the first quarter of FY17 the country teams will work with private sector partners, 
such as concrete manufacturers and vacuum truck operators, to co-create products and 
services that can be rapidly expanded during Q2.  Initial models will include 
prefabricated septic tanks in Cote d’Ivoire and offset pit latrines fitted with SaTo pans in 
Benin.  Both Cote d’Ivoire and Benin will develop a callcenter-based model to improve 
the quality and reduce the cost of mechanized septic tank emptying.  In Ghana the project 
will accelerate the pace of toilet sales, and continue its innovative work with the 
municipal governments of Ga West and Kumasi.  It will collaborate with private sector 
partners and PSI to develop a low-cost prefabricated septic tank for the Ghana market.  
The WSUP Clean Team, in Kumasi, will test mobile money to reduce the cost of 
operations and increase profitability.  Leaning from this experiment will inform the 
design of products and services in Cote d’Ivoire and Benin.  The project will also 
continue to scale-up sharing of experiences with regional and global sanitation 
stakeholders, through case studies, blog posts, webinars and project briefs.  
 
Through research and in-depth root cause analysis, the SSD team understands a great deal 
about the motivations, capabilities, and incentives of the consumer segments and 
enterprises in West Africa, and will apply this knowledge as we move to scale during 
Year 3.  The team will re-anchor its strategy in the original landscape analysis, and 
continue to increase its evidence base, through defining and measuring market size in key 
geographical areas, and operationalizing its data collection system, already set-up in 
DHIS2.  By the end of the year, the project will have gone from the theoretical to the live 
phase and be ready to scale models in Year 4.   
 
Introduction 
 
Sanitation Service Delivery (SSD) is a USAID/West Africa regional urban sanitation 
project that is implemented by PSI, in collaboration with PATH and Water and Sanitation 
for the Urban Poor (WSUP). Together, USAID and its partners PSI, PATH and WSUP 
(“the Team”) envision a thriving sanitation marketplace with increased capacity to 
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deliver products and services to low-income consumers in a sustainable manner. In the 
process, SSD will learn and share findings, models and tools regionally that facilitate 
rapid expansion of successful approaches and position the project and as a regional leader 
in the sector.  
 
Project Vision and Approach 
The goal of the project is to improve sanitation outcomes through developing and testing 
scalable, market-based models that contribute to structural change within the region’s 
sanitation sector. The SSD program will serve as a market catalyst to identify and address 
conditions that prohibit and facilitate growth of local markets for sanitation. The program 
puts the customer (landlords, tenants, and household) at the center of strategy and action, 
with donor funding used as a catalytic investment to developing a thriving marketplace, 
rather than an ongoing payer of subsidized services that are costly and stymie the market 
instead of growing it. This results in the customers having safely managed sanitation 
systems of their own and the related services, like emptying, are affordable and of high 
quality.  
 
The project recognizes that changing markets takes time and requires a step-by-step 
approach. PSI uses the market development approach to underpin how is works to 
support making markets work for the poor. In addition to the MDA approach, SSD is also 
utilizing a go to market approach for the specific business models it is testing.  The 
process of developing business models includes four stages, as follows:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stage 1: Research & Mapping 
Gather data on key stakeholder roles, relationships, regulations, 
activities, priorities in the sanitation field. Identify key market 
failures and opportunities. 

Stage 2: Rough Prototype 
Translate understanding of consumer needs and market failures 
into a potentially viable commercial offering, including strategies 
for private sector collaboration and options for finance. Develop 
and begin to refine product and service offers. 

Stage 3: Live Prototype 
Full execution of the business model among consumers.  Work 
with private sector partners to refine the model, including 
pricing, product or service offering, communication program, 
and distribution system.   

Stage 4: Scale-up 
Help the private sector to scale the model.  Harness market forces 
to increase efficiencies, reduce costs and expand the uptake of 
products and services.  
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Review of Accomplishments 
During the first two years of the project, the Team greatly increased its understanding of 
markets in the project countries and the forces that govern them. In Year 1 the Team 
established a program presence in the three countries, hired and trained project staff, 
established relationships with host country governments and key partners, and completed 
secondary research and landscape studies. During Year 1, Team members learned how to 
collaborate effectively across geographies, using remote working techniques and project 
management tools such as Basecamp, RACI, and web-based videoconferencing software. 
They also began learning to use tools, such as human centered design and the business 
model canvas to begin designing and testing business models. 
 
During Year 2 of the project, the SSD team developed eleven potential models in 
sanitation and fecal sludge management.1  They used the business model and product 
development canvases, and techniques from Human Centered Design, to create 
prototypes, which they tested with vacuum truck operators, landlords and low-income 
consumers. They developed partnerships with micro finance partners in Cote d’Ivoire, 
Benin and Ghana. They tested innovative new sanitation technologies, including the 
Earth Auger and SaTo pan2, and learned about others, including the biodigester type 
toilet3.  During the year, team members learned from internationally renowned projects, 
including Clean Team, Sanivation, Sanergy, and the University of Kwazulu Natal, and 
attended international conferences, including the AfWA Congress, in Nairobi, and the 
Water Institute at UNC.    
 
Year 3 Overview  
 
Where we will be at the end of the year 
By the end of Year 3, SSD-inspired products and services will be available through 
private sector businesses in the markets of Cote d’Ivoire, Benin and Ghana.  In Benin, the 
Team will have worked with businesses, such as concrete manufacturers and masons, to 
design and build aspirational but inexpensive pit latrines.  It will have found a way to 
reduce the cost of mechanical septic tank emptying by working in partnership with the 
association of vacuum truck operators.  In Cote d’Ivoire the team will have co-created 
with private sector partners a prefabricated septic tank suitable for urban slum dwellers 
living in compound houses, and developed partnerships with cement manufacturers and 
artisans to expand sales. They will also have operationalized their FSM model, called the 
“Vidange Plus Call Center,” described in more detail in the section on Cote d’Ivoire, 

                                                 
1 Models included Cote D’Ivoire (Vidange Plus, VTO business training, ONAD fleet management, 
landlord financing, biodigester toilets, septic tanks), Ghana (Clean Team, mobile money, black soldier 
flies) and Benin (container based systems and commercialization of SaTo Pan and Earth Auger). 
2 Products made by Critical Practices, LLC, and American Standard,  respectively. 
3 Also known as a micro flush toilet. The product was developed by Stephen Mecca and Kweku Anno with 
support from the BMGF Reinvent the Toilet Challenge. 

https://www.ideo.com/work/human-centered-design-toolkit/
http://cleanteamtoilets.com/
http://www.sanivation.com/
http://saner.gy/
http://prg.ukzn.ac.za/
https://www.afwacongress2016.org/index.php/en/
http://waterinstitute.unc.edu/conferences/waterandhealth2015/
http://psiimpact.com/2016/06/the-earth-auger-toilet-a-solution-for-the-masses)
http://www.americanstandard-us.com/sato)
http://www.witpress.com/Secure/elibrary/papers/ECO13/ECO13010FU1.pdf
http://washtechnologies.net/_ressources/documents/default/6-29-2-1410535340.pdf
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below.  A mechanism, using DHIS2, will be in place to register results from the revised 
ME&L plan. 
 
In Ghana sales of toilets in compound houses will have increased dramatically, through 
the introduction of prefabricated concrete septic tanks and digester toilets to private 
sector entrepreneurs. The Clean Team will have successfully employed mobile money to 
lower their operating costs, allowing them to expand the market for their container based 
product.  WSUP will have closely collaborated with PSI and PATH to share learning 
with SSD counry teams in Benin and Cote d’Ivoire and throughout the region.  
 
The Team will have increased the volume of its communication program and greatly 
contributed to regional and global learning. It will have disseminated the results of the 
landscape study, created discussion around the latest business models, via SuSanA, 
published four case studies, and shared the latest project developments via social media.   
 

 
 
Mobilizing Resources to Produce Results 
 
Improved Model Development 
Over the past year, the country teams have experimented with or learned about several 
sanitation options, including the Earth Auger, SaTo Pan, container based systems, bio 
digester toilets, biogas production, and shared septic tanks.  Some of these can deliver 
immediate results, others may be useful in the medium to long-term.  

Learning from PSI/India 
 
PSI is implementing a sanitation and FSM program in India, 
called 3SI, with the support of BMGF.  3SI has similar 
objectives to SSD, to increase improved sanitation and safely 
dispose of fecal sludge. PSI/India’s program has begun to 
produce results at scale (68,871 toilets have been sold at a 
current rate of about 5,000 per month, and 4.7 million liters of 
sludge safely disposed). Their model is based on supporting 
various market players in the sanitation value chain, such as 
concrete ring manufacturers, vendors selling toilet pans, 
cement, sand, and gravel, and local masons, to create a market 
for simple pit latrines, lined with concrete rings. PSI India has 
also developed a prefabricated concrete septic tank, for use in 
urban areas.  During the coming year SSD will enlist the help 
of the India 3SI team to assist in developing low cost solutions 
for sanitation and FSM in West Africa.  
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Going to Scale 
How to scale models is one of the biggest challenges the project will face.  The teams are 
considering scale-up from the beginning – scalability is one of the key selection criteria 
for new models. When choosing models to scale, Teams ask the following questions: 
 
Does the product or service fit with existing behaviors in the target population?   How 
much behavior change would be needed for them to adopt the new product or service? 
How well does the model fit into the existing value chain?  Would new value chain 
players need to be created for it to scale? 
Is special technology required for the product or service to work? 
How much research would need to be done for the product or service to launch? 
SSD will scale up by applying sector best practices to its model development: 1) quickly 
identifying the standard quality product / service to be sold 2) quickly identify existing 
enterprises that have capacity and interest to begin immediately selling product / service 
3) document the process to understand where the market is breaking 4) based on that new 
understanding iterate on the product / service and / or provide additional support in terms 
of capacity development to market players, enabling finance or supporting promotion and 
sales. 5) to get to further scale continue to document where the market is breaking look to 
increase efficiencies to lower costs and increase enterprise margins (example in India 
aggregating cement purchase lowered price of cement by about $2 per toilet for the 
program enterprises). 
 
Country Strategies  
 
Cote d’Ivoire  

Background 
Seventy-five percent of the population of Abidjan are renters.4 Compounds represent 
55% of housing Abidjan (91% in Abobo, 82% in Attecoube, 76% in Adjame).5 In 
compounds, residents often share toilets with their neighbors. Some publically owned 
infrastructure exists for wastewater treatment. However, only 40% of city residents are 
connected with a sewer system and there are only three transfer stations where vacuum 
trucks can empty into the system.  
 
To date, SSD has worked in three communes of Abidjan, including Abobo, Attecoube, 
and Yopougon. These three communes represent almost half of the population of the city. 
Both Abobo and Attecoube have a high number of users of shared sanitation living in 
compounds. In Abobo the government estimates that more than 80% of residents use 

                                                 
4 Center for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa. Housing Finance in Africa. A review of some of 
Africa’s housing finance markets. October 2015. 
5 Antoine, Philippe. La crise et l’accès au logement dans les villes africaines. Coussy J., Vallin J., Crise et 
population en Afrique. Crises économiques, politiques d’ajustement et dynamiques démographiques, 1996, 
p. 273-290. 
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onsite sanitation. Further, as these three communes are north of the lagoon they have 
fewer issues with high water table and flooding.    

Objectives 
 
Models to be developed in the next six months 
The SSD CdI team has selected two complimentary models to develop immediately, 
Prefabricated Septic Tanks and the Vidange Plus Call Center.  The choice is based on a 
number of factors, including the ability to scale.  Prefabricated septic tanks, made of 
concrete or plastic, combined with simple pour flush toilets, can be built and installed by 
existing value chain players, with minimal training.  They are products which consumers 
already appreciate – flush toilets are aspirational and research shows that almost all 
households would like to have one. These models can be easily adapted to compound 
housing, with multiple households provided with a toilet, all of which share the same 
septic tank. 
 
The Vidange Plus Call center is in response to market research which shows that many 
VTO clients are unsatisfied with the quality of service provided, including the cost and 
lack of transparency around price for volume removed. Consumers pay a high annual cost 
of 50,000 CFA for tank emptying services.  At the same time VTOs complain about low-
margins, with fuel as their biggest expense, and they experience excess capacity. Both 
customers and VTOs are often unwilling to support the extra cost of fuel needed to 
transport sludge to official to transfer stations, and instead dispose of waste in local 
communities. 
 
Business Models Evaluated 

Potential Model 

Degree to 
which model 
fits within 
existing value 
chain. 

Cost to 
consumers 

Level of 
project 
involvement 

Potential 
contribution 
to key 
indicators* 

Selected for 
Live 
Prototype? 

Cote d’Ivoire 
VTO Call Center High Low Medium High Y 
Prefabricated Septic 
Tanks 

High Low Medium High Y 

VTO Business 
Training 

Medium Medium Medium Low N 

Biodigester Toilets Low Medium Medium Medium N 

Benin 
Offset Pit Latrines High Low Medium High Y 
SaTo Pan Medium Low Low Low Y 
VTO Call Center High Low Medium High Y 
Container Based 
System 

Medium Medium High Medium N 

Septic Tanks High Medium Medium Medium N 
Ghana 

Prefabricated Septic 
Tanks 

High Low Medium High Y 
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Biodigester Toilets Low Medium Medium Medium Y 
Mobile Money Medium Low Low Medium Y 
Public Latrine 
Improvement 

High Low Low Low Y 

Improving 
governance 

N/A N/A High Medium Y 

Composting through 
black soldier flies 

Low Low High Low N 

 
* Provide access basic sanitation and improved fecal sludge management to 1,000,000 urban residents in 
the project countries. 
 
 
Sanitation Model – Prefabricated Septic Tanks 
 
Description 
As mentioned, the Team has chosen the prefabricated septic tank as its first sanitation 
model.  As mentioned, the 3SI project in India has developed plans and is testing a 
prefabricated septic tank, shown in Annex M.  SSD plans to adapt the design for the 
Abidjan market.  A plastic septic tank, such as manufactured by Duraplast in Ghana or 
Coraxel in Abidjan is another alternative.  The septic tank will be part of a modular 
system, which can be installed easily and quickly and expanded according to the number 
of users. Two advantages of prefabricated tanks, is speed of installation and product 
standardization, so that consumers better understand what they are buying. 
 
The initial model will likely have a capacity of six (6) cubic meters, to accommodate up 
to 60 inhabitants living together in a housing compound.  The prefabricated septic tanks 
will be included in a larger offer, which will include pour flush toilets and a super 
structure (water closet) with tiling, as appropriate.  Qualitative research undertaken by 
SSD indicates that consumers have a strong preference for WC’s that are tiled and are 
willing to pay for this feature. Landlords will be able to choose an entire package, or 
individual elements.  For compound housing the sales team will recommend that each 
individual family be provided with its own toilet, which will connect into the septic tank.  
The pilot of this model will initially be implemented in at least 20 landlords in the project 
target areas.  Additional information on the CdI business models are provided in 
Appendix F.   
 
Scale-up Strategy 
If the product proves popular, SSD will test various strategies for going to scale.  One 
way would be to create a partnership with one or more medium to large sized enterprises, 
with deep pockets and enough reach to have a population level impact.  To identify 
partners, the Team could organize a business expo to present the model and business case 
to potential corporate partners, including an overview of suggested channels to reach 
customer segments. Potential corporate partners will be identified and invited to this 
event via advertisements in trade magazines, recommendations from chambers of 
commerce and MFI partners.  SSD will encourage corporate partners to invest by offering 
access to credit at the start-up phase and providing support to liaise with government 
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partners where needed. If corporate partners are sufficiently interested following the 
expo, SSD will to work with them to co-create an appropriate business model.  
 
Finance 
SSD will continue to work with its preferred MFI partners, Advans and MicroCred, to 
propose co-creating loan options. These MFIs were identified as the most promising 
following an MFI mapping study carried out in early 2016. SSD will further the refine the 
initial analysis on ROI for this model on behalf of these MFIs.  It will also include the 
MFI partner(s) in developing the finance component of the model and in testing it with 
the pilot sample of approximately 20 households. The Pilot will be supported by a 
guarantee provided by SSD. Preliminary negotiations with MFI’s indicate that a 
guarantee of 70-80% is likely to be needed.  The goal will be to demonstrate to MFIs 
partners that it can work, and also that it’s a great opportunity for them to enhance their 
portfolio.  
 
Priority Hypotheses to be Tested 
 
Landlords in compounds are favorable to replace their existing septic tanks for a new 
design septic tank coupled with infiltration leach pit which are adapted and tailored to 
number of users and with technical standards 
Landlords and households will view the new design of septic tanks as highly acceptable 
and usable, addressing key gaps such as technical, functional and safety issues.  
MFIs will be incentivized to pilot a sanitation loan product due to acceptable ROI and 
preliminary consumer demand estimates.  
FSM Transport Model – Vidange Plus Call Center 
 
Description 
The CdI Team’s chosen FSM model, called the Vidange Plus Call Center, will connect 
households that need to have their septic tanks emptied, and VTOs. The purpose of the 
model is to reduce the cost of emptying, and also to improve the quality. Research done 
by SSD in 2016, using rapid prototyping, has shown that there are high levels of mistrust 
between clients and VTO’s. Clients often feel that they are being cheated by the VTOs 
who aren’t fully emptying tanks or are making too many trips to the dump site.  VTOs 
cite low margins and lack of clients as problems.  The call center service will serve as an 
intermediary between the two groups.  
 
When a client needs to have his or her tank emptied, they will send an SMS to the call 
center, which will put them in touch with the nearest participating VTO, and propose a 
reasonable emptying cost. The cost calculation will be made by the center, based on the 
zone in which the client lives.  A cost model will be developed for various geographic 
zones, which takes into account the distance between the household and the nearest 
sludge transfer station. 
 
The VTOs who wish to participate in the model will be equipped with a measuring gauge 
and required to demonstrate to the client that the tank has been fully emptied.  The lower 
cost to the client will be made possible by reducing the cost of transport, as the system 
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will locate the truck that’s closest to the household.  The truck operator will accept a 
lower price in return for lower fuel costs, and an increased client load.  The Vidange Plus 
Call Center may also offer a free service to alert households when their tanks are likely to 
need emptying. 
 
Vidange Plus Call Center Model Development  
SSD will prioritize preparing and presenting the Vidange Plus Call Center model in 
October 2016, as the government is currently exploring similar options via its 
mentor/mentee relationship with ONAS in Senegal. Following the presentation to key 
stakeholders in October, the Vidange Plus Call Center will be put on hold until early 
2017, to allow the project to prioritize the Prefabricated Septic Tank model. Increased 
understanding of the market for septic tanks will also contribute to the design of the 
Vidange Plus Call Center. 
 
In Q2 of FY 2017 SSD will seek to identify potential partners to continue to co-create 
and launch the model. Thus SSD believes that insights collected thus far on solutions for 
improvements to conveyance, plus ideas for the future may be beneficial to share with the 
sector overall. 
 
As previously mentioned, more detailed descriptions of all the CdI models can be found 
in Appendix F. 
 
VTO Training 
SSD will continue this existing activity, business skills training for VTOs, over the next 
six months. The first wave of basic business training has been completed, and 
participants are being selected for the second wave of training on development of 
business plans. Sixteen VTOs have graduated from the basic business skills training, 
including eight business owners and eight managers from an overall total of fifteen 
businesses.  
 
This activity is useful as it strengthens the relationship between SSD and these key 
market actors, while providing an opportunity to learn more about their businesses, 
constraints and incentives. Further, ONAD considers the training as a contribution by the 
public sector in support of VTOs, which SSD will leverage to facilitate a discussion 
between ONAD and the VTOs regarding formalizing the sector. In Q1 of FY 17, SSD 
will organize a themed learning night for current participants in the training and 
graduates to discuss the ONAD certification process with representatives from the 
government and with the support of AFWA. The discussion thus far has been contentious 
in some cases due to misaligned expectations on both sides.     
 
In August, SSD began to support the MFI Advans to conduct prospection visits with 
VTOs. This is a low-touch activity for SSD as visits are led by Advans and motivated by 
their interest in exploring investments in the VTO sector. SSD provides support by 
connecting with VTOs with Advans, and may provide support to develop business plans 
and loan applications where needed. The assumption is that this training could led to 
more VTOs focused on quality, doing more active promotion of services, improved 
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margins, and accessing to financing necessary to purchase better quality compressors 
capable of removing more waste.  
 
ONAD Fleet Management model 
This is an ongoing project, which is not expected to take up significant staff time at SSD 
Côte d’Ivoire during FY17. In early 2015, ONAD imported 22 new, high-capacity 
vacuum trucks and plans to develop and improve the vacuum trucking sector through 
operating these new trucks in partnership with VTOs. SSD developed the ONAD Fleet 
Management model, which is a suggested business model that ONAD could modify or 
adopt.  The model seeks to manage the fleet of trucks in a transparent fashion that will 
strengthen private sector FSM service provision and at the same time create a fund for the 
replacement of the trucks. SSD has presented the model and stands ready to help ONAD 
with implementation, if requested. 
 
Connecting Households with Existing Sewer Line 
Approximately 40% of Abidjan residents are served by a sewer line, which is connected 
to a primary treatment plant. Given the growth rate in the city it is probable that many 
households have been built in proximity to the sewer line but are not connected.  SSD 
will conduct an analysis to determine the potential number of households that could be 
connected and whether SSD support to the municipal government could facilitate a 
greater number of connections. 
 
Model Pipeline 
 
Short-term (6 months) 
By end October 2016 the team will produce, test and assess five prefabricated septic 
tanks in five selected households. By early January, using lessons learnt from initial 
testing, the team will launch production and selling of prefabricated septic tanks in 20 
compounds.  This will be the full model and will include user interface and 
superstructure, if desired by the clients. Within 6 months, at least 120 households will be 
served. These actions will be accompanied or supported previously by demand creation 
activities, and communication in the targeted areas. To facilitate demand and the 
purchasing of the bundle latrine/Septic tank/superstructure, the project will develop a 
microcredit product with a local microfinance institution, and reach at least 20 landlords 
with loans product. 
 
The live prototype of the Vidange Plus Call Center will be tested in collaboration with 
the VTO federation. One call center office or box will be set up and equipped at the PSI 
office for the initial test. The team expects to test Vidange Plus Call Center with at least 
10 Landlords in targeted areas. 
 
Mid-term (6 – 12 months) 
In the medium term the team will continue to follow up with the VTO training model, 
and to support the ONAD in the management of their fleet of VTOs, if requested. The 
team will explore the possibility of introducing a biodigester type toilet in Cote d’Ivoire. 
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First the model will be tested in five (5) compounds, with 30 households as beneficiaries, 
in order to validate the operationalization of the product. If the test is successful the team 
intends to collaborate with entrepreneurs and an MFI to pilot the technology in 30 
compounds to serve approximately 800 individual users.  
 
Long-term (+12 months) 
In the long term, the SSD CdI team will research the feasibility and desirability of 
launching other promising models in the pipeline.  
 

Government Engagement 
The Government of Cote d’Ivoire recently put a stronger accent on sanitation, 
specifically in urban areas. A ministry focused on sanitation was created last year with a 
new minister appointed in early 2016. Further, the National Office of Sanitation and 
Drainage (ONAD) was created three years ago to lead and operationalize the Government 
of Cote d’Ivoire’s sanitation strategy. One of the main areas of focus for ONAD is onsite 
sanitation. Within this focus area there are three key elements: organizing VTOs, 
installation and management of treatment stations, and promotion of toilets in rural areas.  
 
The BMGF recently awarded funding to the Ministry of Sanitation and ONAD to work 
with the Senegal-based consulting firm EDU to continue to strengthen and articulate Cote 
d’Ivoire’s strategy for fecal sludge management, including coordination of the sector (ie. 
public and private actors). The foundation is also funding AfWA to foster the 
development of a mentee/mentor relationship between ONAS in Senegal and the 
Government of Cote d’Ivoire, specifically with ONAD and the Mayor of Yamoussoukro. 
The SSD team participated in a benchmarking visit with ONAD to Dakar in August 2016 
to learn more from ONAS regarding is fecal sludge management strategy and ongoing 
projects, including the call center, guarantee fund for VTOs, and Omniprocessor.   
 
To date, SSD has presented the market landscaping and initial brainstormed solutions to 
ONAD, in addition to meeting with the ONAD representative for onsite sanitation each 
month to update on progress.  In November AfWA and SSD will present our respective 
sanitation strategies to the Ministry of Sanitation, in a half day event. 
 
Specific objectives for the year include: 
 
Ensure the Government of Cote d’Ivoire is informed, engaged and supportive of SSD 
activities 
Find common ground on certification between VTOs and ONAD through a discussion 
facilitated by SSD, to ensure the process results in improved quality service provision and 
is not too burdensome for VTOs 
Increase availability of discharge stations and treatment stations to improve access to safe 
disposal for VTOs through advocacy 
Support strengthening of a public-private partnerships in the vacuum trucking sector 
through provision of business skills training to VTOs 
Provide ideas to ONAD on cost-efficient management of their fleet of trucks that 
minimizes market distortion and with a goal of being sustainable 
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Focus on Gender and Vulnerable Populations 
In Q2 of FY 2016, the SSD team began to brainstorm potential solutions for encouraging 
gender integration. As it stands SSD is Gender Accommodating, along the gender 
continuum, which is to say that while the project is not Gender Blind (i.e. not paying 
attention to gender), it is not actively seeking to transform harmful gender norms as a 
regular part of its activities. The project framed the key gender challenges facing the 
project as follows: 
 
How might we better connect women to service providers? 
How might we include women’s voices in understanding product requirements? 
How might we encourage landlords to meet needs of women tenants? 
How might we empower women entrepreneurs/landlords to participate in business 
models? 
 
In Cote d’Ivoire the project will continue to focus on developing solutions to push the 
project to become gender transformational in Year 3. Solutions such as the ones 
described above will be developed, using evidence, quickly field tested, and then 
redesigned for the next stage of field implementation. A strong accent will be placed on 
brainstorming innovative solutions to gender, and ensuring that targeted groups have 
been extensively consulted during their development. 
 
Benin 

Background 
Three preliminary prototype models were proposed during FY 16: (1) the distribution and 
sales of innovative sanitation products (including the Earth Auger composting toilet); (2) 
the emptying and sales of toilet by-products; (3) and a conventional emptying and 
cleaning service package. These models respond to the market failures identified in the 
landscape study, including a lack of affordable toilet options. 

Objectives 
By September 2017: 
Follow up with local government and municipalities to ensure mechanisms to encourage 
households to safely manage fecal matter (including FSM, hygienic toilet options, etc.) 
are implemented;  
Conduct one (01) knowledge exchange for local government and municipalities with 
municipalities that have shown progress in ending open air defecation. 
500 households benefitted from latrine renovation or new latrine construction; 
1,000 households benefitted from emptying and cleaning services; 
1,000 landlords benefitted from obtaining loans for emptying pits, the renovation of 
existing latrines, or the construction of new latrines. 
 
Models to be developed in the next six months 

 
Sanitation Model – VIP Latrines with SaTo Pan Interface 
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Description 
The model combines use of the SaTo Pan with a Ventilated Pit Latrine (VIP) to produce a 
low-cost toilet which is odor and insect free.  Current VIP latrines in Abomey-Calavi and 
Porto-Novo are largely dirty, unhygienic, smelly, and poorly constructed. Households 
complain of nauseating odors, insects and other pests, and dirty, unmaintained latrines, 
while many users of public hanging latrines appreciated that after defecating, waste was 
immediately removed from sight, and few affordable options exist to improve current 
VIP latrines.  The SaTo Pan, at a retail price of approximately $8, also responds to 
household concerns regarding lower sanitation costs. The proposed SaTo Pan interface 
will be installed directly into the latrine slab, for the squat model, or placed on a cement 
pedestal, to create a seated version.  
 
Key activities to implement this model include: 
 
Cost estimates for the different VIP latrine components, price structure for a SaTo Pan 
VIP latrine, and the fixing of a retail price for the product; 
Cost estimates on manufacturing materials/parts for prefabricated latrine components; 
Identification of target market areas; 
Signing MOU with a SaTo Pan importer, order sufficient supplies for the first round of 
sales, and defining an appropriate SaTo Pan distribution channel; 
Work with selected entrepreneurs and artisans to develop a marketing and sales strategy, 
and order or create any necessary promotional support material 
 
Scale-up Strategy 
In order to immediately sell toilets in the first quarter of FY 17, the team will promote 
existing VIP latrines with a SaTo Pan interface in low water table areas where 
construction costs are lower, while at the same time work to make abandoned VIP 
latrines more desirable by offering different options to improve the latrine, such as the 
installation of a SaTo Pan (seated or squat model) and the installation of a handwashing 
station. The team will also work to reduce current VIP latrine construction costs by 
introducing prefabricated components (such as slabs and cement rings to form pits) into 
VIP latrine construction, similar to the 3SI project implemented by PSI India. The team 
will promote the use of the SaTo pan when rehabilitating existing latrines that have fallen 
into disuse.  
 
Finance 
Current financing options for households seeking to invest in improved sanitation are 
limited. Microfinance institutions and banks are reticent to offer loans designed for 
consumption, and would rather finance income generating activities.   However, SSD has 
identified a potential MFI partner, PEBCo, and has already begun negotiating an MOU to 
provide sanitation loans.  PEBCo already offers sanitation loans to landlords elsewhere in 
Benin, and while they are not in urban areas, their experience and willingness to offer this 
type of loans will be invaluable.  The loan could also be offered as a business loan to 
landlords, as many expressed that one of their primary motivations for acquiring 
improved sanitation facilities would be to increase rent at their properties.  The estimated 
market size for finance for the VIP SaTo Pan model is 12,549 households, given an 
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estimated sale of the product to 18,824 households and assuming that 2/3 of households 
will need access to credit to construct or improve their current latrines. 
 
In order to successfully launch the microfinance model, several key activities will need to 
be completed, such as: 
 
Sign a MOU with PEBCo to provide loans to landlords; 
Establish a guarantee fund for PEBCo as part of the signed MOU; 
Establish an appropriate promotion mechanism to create demand and interest in the loan 
product; 
Train MFI actors on the repayment and other technical characteristics of the sanitation 
loan product; 
Continue to build SSD’s partnership with FINADEV (another microfinance institution) to 
provide financing opportunities for implicated entrepreneurs. 
For more details on the Benin business models, please see Appendix G. 
 
FSM Transport Model – Pit Emptying and Renewal Service 
 
Description 
Households frequently abandon latrines due to unhygienic conditions or full pits. To 
address these household problems, the team will work with entrepreneurs to offer an 
emptying and cleaning service. The team will support training and business development 
(basic bookkeeping, management, and customer service), and standards (safety and 
hygiene) for VTOs to improve quality service package of cleaning, maintenance and 
emptying which VTOs will agree to co-finance. Additionally, the team will work to 
improve information and coordination within the VTO supply chain and improve the 
capacity of the VTO association to offer support supervision to operators. The current 
number of households with latrines needing to be emptied in the project area is 
approximately 256,332. The project proposes to cover 3% of the identified need for 
emptying services through engaged entrepreneurs and VTOs, reaching approximately 
7,689 households by the end of year 3. 
 
Scale-up Strategy 
Beginning in the first quarter of FY 2017, the SSD Benin team will target areas with high 
levels of unemptied VIP latrines for the FSM model (service including emptying, 
cleaning and referral for rehabilitation or improvement). The team will expand the model 
to cover other existing or recently constructed VIP latrines and connect households to 
VTOs.  
 
Finance 
Finance activities for the FSM model will follow the same outline as finance activities for 
the toilet model. PEBCo will act as the primary MFI partner, offering loans to clients to 
empty latrines and put them back into service for target households. Because of the cost 
of emptying services and the additional expenses needed to make VIP latrines desirable 
to clients, the loan size will still meet minimum amount requirements for PEBCo. 
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Before launching combined cleaning and pit emptying services, several key activities 
need to be completed, including: 
 
Define the service package for toilet maintenance and create a price structure for services 
offered; 
Recruit and train sales and promotion agents for the proposed service; 
Create and implement a sales and promotion plan; 
Sign a MOU with sales and promotion agents and two (02) entrepreneurs; 
Begin promotional activities for the improved emptying services through the ABMS toll 
free hotline; 
 
Model Pipeline 
 
Short-term (6 months) 
The team will hold public demonstrations of the VIP SaTo Pan toilets in the first quarter 
to generate public demand, and within the first six months the team will sell at least 30 
VIP latrines with a SaTo Pan interface with an identified entrepreneur to households. 
Additionally, the project will launch the improved service model, which includes 
rehabilitation (addition of hand washing stations, SaTo Pan, etc.), emptying, and cleaning 
services for existing latrines, reaching 50 households. In order to facilitate new toilet 
purchases, the project will develop a microcredit product with PEBCo, a local 
microfinance institution, and reach at least 10 landlords with loans designed to construct 
sanitation facilities, and 20 landlords with loans designed to facilitate emptying, cleaning, 
or rehabilitation services. 
 
Mid-term (6 – 12 months) 
In the mid-term, the team will refine the rough prototypes of the pit latrine with 
Prefabricated components and SaTo Pan interface. During the mid-term, the SSD Benin 
team will continue to gain user feedback and refine the models for the VIP latrines with 
Prefabricated elements and advance to a live prototype phase of testing for the toilets. 
 
Long-term (+12 months) 
In the long term, the SSD Benin team will begin researching the feasibility and 
desirability of the biodigester model septic tank, and evaluate its feasibility and viability 
in Benin. Previous experience with the digester has shown a proven demand in other 
countries; however, several key information gaps need to be addressed by the team before 
launch. 

Government Engagement 
In recent years, the Government of Benin (GOB) has displayed an increasing interest in 
making sanitation, and in particular urban sanitation, a priority.  Current activities 
demonstrate the government’s desire to increase focus on sanitation.  For example, they 
are in discussions with donor, including the World Bank and the German KfW to 
construct treatment plants in an around Cotonou.  
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Need for Government Support 
Much of the SSD project’s success relies on an active private market that allows for 
entrepreneurs and households to benefit from the sales of sanitation products and 
services.  The creation of conditions for growth of a private sector sanitation market will 
depend partly on engagement from the DNSP, the National Office of Sanitation (DGA), 
mayor’s offices, law enforcement officials, and local level authorities to make sanitation 
business a more attractive option to entrepreneurs.  
 
The SSD landscape study revealed that one of the primary barriers to the reduction of the 
cost of emptying services is the VTO association’s fixing of prices for services.  The 
VTO cartel sets a base price of CFA 45,000 ($ 77), which is much higher than market 
prices in Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire. Currently, there are no compelling reasons for the 
association to cease this practice, as they face no penalties from the government or 
outside competition from other market actors for emptying services. In order to help 
reduce costs to the consumers, the SSD project will need the government to create an 
environment where price fixing by the VTO association is no longer an attractive or 
desirable activity. Additionally, to ease the current overuse of the SIBEAU treatment site 
(the only one in the city), the SSD project will need additional government funding for 
the creation of new treatment sites that can increase the number of clients receiving safe 
and hygienic fecal sludge management services. 
 
Objectives and Strategies for the next 12 months 
To affect these changes at local levels, SSD Benin will hold several workshops with 
municipal and law enforcement authorities to continue discussion on the importance of 
sanitation for durable community development, and to plan various strategies and 
interventions local authorities can make to increase sanitation as a priority at a local level. 
SSD Benin will also work directly with the government to provide guidance with the 
National Sanitation Plan and ensure policies remain pro-market and address consumer 
needs. To facilitate these workshops and to ensure continued advocacy toward the 
government, the team will recruit an advocacy specialist. The specialist will work directly 
with government and municipal officials on enacting feasible change and breaking 
barriers that prevent the government from performing.    
 
In addition, SSD Benin will ensure each municipality implements at least one (01) 
mechanism per quarter within the first six months. The advocacy specialist will work to 
ensure mechanisms are being put into place to create a favorable sanitation market. A 
mechanism will include: 
 
Behavior change communication activities that end open air defecation  
Promotion or advertising of toilet products or sanitation services 
Reducing relevant tariffs or taxes for sanitation businesses including imports and 
construction 
Functional and supportive relationship between VTOs and the Government  
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Focus on Gender and Vulnerable Populations 
During the February Partner’s Meeting, the SSD team created a gender strategy to ensure 
the project remained inclusive to marginalized populations such as women, the elderly 
and the disabled. This strategy included the formation of a gender focused team with each 
country team represented through a ‘gender champion’. In particular, the Benin SSD 
team has worked to ensure vulnerable populations are represented by: 
 
Ensure at least 20% of participants attending workshops, trainings and meetings with the 
government and other key stakeholders represent a vulnerable population; 
All surveys and questionnaire forms for product development and testing have a section 
dedicated to garnering the perspectives of vulnerable populations,; 
Ensure at least 25% of interviewees for the project represent a member from a vulnerable 
population; 
Work with microfinance partners to ensure potential sanitation credit profiles remain 
accessible to vulnerable populations (low income female property owners);  
Develop a list of women entrepreneurs engaged in sanitation or hygiene; 
The SSD Benin team will continue to expand efforts dedicated to vulnerable populations 
by developing a Benin specific gender strategy and implicating the Advocacy Specialist 
to ensure government and municipal efforts remain in line with the project’s gender and 
vulnerable population focus.   
 
Ghana 

Public sector strategic partnerships 
 
Compound Sanitation Model 
In the compound sanitation model, WSUP will continue to provide technical assistance to 
a municipality to develop and implement a compound sanitation strategy that includes 
marketing, monitoring, regulation and training. One of the key aims will be to enlist them 
as champions in their respective electoral areas for the implementation of the 
enforcement campaign to enforce existing sanitation legislation.  
 
WSUP proposes to create and maintain its strategic partnerships with the municipalities 
by: 
 

• Holding presentations, caucus meetings, one-one sessions with social services 
sub-committee and finance and admin sub-committee chairman.  

• Holding an intercity review meeting with Ga West and KMA, to enable 
municipalities to share experiences on the implementation of the compound 
sanitation strategy and identify potential resolutions to the challenges they face. 
 

Developing an Innovative Enforcement Model 
WSUP will continue to engage with community leaders, Assembly members and others 
influential leaders to educate them on their role in the campaign to enforce sanitation 
legislation, such as the requirement for landlords to provide toilets in their properties. 
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WSUP will support the enforcement campaign through continuous engagement with 
communities via existing channels to publicize the importance of household sanitation.  
 
Technical support will be provided to the Judiciary to strengthen the institutional capacity 
for the enforcement process. This will include sensitization and awareness-raising 
activities to trigger empathy for the sanitation crises; exposing them to effects of poor 
sanitation, and to best practices across country. The aim is to get prosecutors and the 
judiciary committed to using the law as a tool for development rather than as just for 
punishment. The sanitation court days will be publicized and the prosecution of sanitary 
offences monitored. Finally, the media will be engaged to highlight and report on at least 
two sanitation court trials in Ga West Municipal Assembly. 
 
Improve operation and use of public latrine blocks  
Public toilet blocks (pay-for-use model) are a key component of sanitation policy in 
Ghana. WSUP will support the professionalization of public latrine block management in 
Kumasi and Ga West through training and incentives. Annual awards will be given to the 
best public latrine block operators (a continuation from Year 2). WSUP is seeking to 
create a partnership between the respective municipalities and the private sector to 
sponsor the annual awards, thus increasing the potential sustainability of the activity.  
 
Supporting PLBs to invest in Compound Sanitation 
WSUP plans to further its work with the PLBs to encourage owners to invest in 
compound sanitation, as an extension of their business models.  It will facilitate the 
establishment of contractual agreements between KMA and selected PLB owners.  Under 
the new scheme, PLB owners would build and manage toilets directly in compounds, and 
charge a monthly users fee.  Orientation and training on the model will be given to 
investors, and demand creation provided through community mobilization activities and 
the distribution of promotional material. WSUP will also facilitate linkages between 
PLBs and Fidelity Bank and Sinapi Aba for credit to support the new model. 
 
Improve internal revenue generation by local government 
In Ghana, WSUP is forging critical relationships with municipalities and local 
governments and is building their capacity to collect tariffs.  Following the analysis of the 
current revenue collection practices and systems that was undertaken in Year 2 in Ga 
West and Kumasi, WSUP will start implementing the previously developed scope of 
work – including both IT software and hardware components. WSUP will also re-engage 
KMA and Ga West and obtain commitments to previously agreed percentages of revenue 
to be ring-fenced for sanitation (continuation from Year 2). 

Strengthening the supply side 
WSUP will support the involvement of MFIs in the provision of sanitation credit, 
through community engagement activities.  It will undertake demand creation activities, 
such as holding public meetings, distribution of promotional material, and engaging 
participation from churches and mosques. MFIs will also be supported to institute 
effective quality assurance monitoring on performance of their sanitation loans.  To 
increase the supply of quality toilets, WSUP will continue to train artisans.  A training 
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needs assessment will be conducted, and training carried out for artisans on toilet 
construction. 

Potential new business models 
 
The following models are under discussion for implementation in Year 3. 
 
Prefabricated Septic Tank 
WSUPs aim is to develop a compound toilet business model in parallel with the work 
being done by PSI in the Ivory Coast to produce a cheap, sustainable solution for 
sanitation in compounds. WSUP will adapt methods to suit the Ghanaian demographic 
and business landscape. WSUP aims to use an agile adaptive approach that will quickly 
incorporate lessons during the course of implementation.  
 
The method will use a series of options focused on providing a septic tank or digester and 
as many toilets as the compound residents request. The options will allow for different 
numbers of toilets, consideration of space for the tank and for toilets, drainage 
requirements, water availability and reliability and water table. The work will also take 
into consideration the water quality of effluent and potential to contaminate local water 
supplies.  
 
The activity will draw on experience we have with septic tank and digester construction 
and installation. WSUP will design a business model in close communication with PSI to 
maximise lessons learnt in development and testing of business and technology in the two 
countries. 

 
Digester Toilet 
The digester has been one of the top selling toilets in Ghana, under WSUPs compound 
sanitation work it’s the most preferred toilet option due to its relatively low cost 
(substructure alone $500).  It would be applied in situations where the septic tank was not 
suitable. It is a simple, compact, space saving, on-site treatment system that combines the 
benefits of the flush toilet and those of composting toilets and eliminates the 
disadvantages of both systems. It requires very little water to flush and if it’s well-
constructed and used to specifications, it can be highly efficient. It caters for areas where 
desludging would be difficult (lack of access routes for vacuum trucks). They are also 
suitable for areas with high water table where deeper septic tanks cannot be installed. A 
standard digester of 3' X 3' X 6' serves 256 users and is emptied only every 2years. The 
effluent can contain significant amounts of faecal bacteria so placement of digesters has 
to take possible effects of groundwater pollution into account. WSUP is also looking into 
ways of reducing the bacterial count.   
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Mobile Money Pilot 
Clean Team Ghana (CTG) is a social enterprise offering an affordable, in-home 
alternative to public toilets in Kumasi. Having developed a successful service model on a 
limited scale, the business challenge is to deliver services at a price point that encourages 
mass take up, whilst managing service cost down to achieve break even and above, at 
scale. The implementation of mobile payment channels is a key component of this 
strategy. 
 
CTG is currently planning to run a mobile money (MM) pilot implementation in Q2 
2017. This requires a 3-4 month development and testing programme consisting of the 
following activities:  

• Design build and test field apps with the assistance of specialist local consultants 
and software developers 

• Upgrading communications services to support in the field services  
• Integration with CTG back end finance and operations systems for in the field 

application and cash management  
• Limited roll out to the existing customer base and all new customers  
• Testing of the broader MM channels 

 Business outcomes sought from MM pilot: 

• Lower cost of cash collection 
• Broader payment options for customers 
• Reduction in debtor days  
• Real time reconciliation  

CTG will be working with local Ghanaian partners and suppliers to deliver the pilot 
project within 6 months. It has already selected its preferred mobile operator for the pilot 
(MTN Ghana), a specialist local technical consultant and software developer.  
 
Quantified outputs by the end of Year 3:  
 
Currently 1,000 toilets are deployed servicing 5-7,000 people. By the end of October 
2017 this base will have risen to around 1800 households, so reaching 9- 12,000 people. 

 
Regional Partnerships 
In Year 2, team robustly engaged with regional bodies such as AfWA and the USAID 
Coordinating secretariat, leveraging their strengths and reach as part of roll-out of the 
knowledge management strategy. 

AfWA 
AfWA demonstrated strong willingness to promote and support the work of the project, 
via meetings with the communications and knowledge management team to deliberate on 
areas for broader collaboration. Also, the body invited the participation of project experts 
to its sanitation workshop held in Abidjan, and subsequently to a benchmark exercise in 
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Dakar, where experts from the project and the National Office of Sanitation and Drainage 
(ONAD) in Côte d’Ivoire met with experts from the National Office for Sanitation in 
Senegal (ONAS) as part of the RASOP project. The benchmark exercise holds the 
potential of replicating ONAS’s experience in Côte d’Ivoire and enriching project’s 
current prototypes. 
 
In Year 3, the team will draw on the expertise and network of AfWA to facilitate 
knowledge-sharing dissemination workshops in countries of operation, while using the 
organization’s knowledge-sharing platform to share project updates. 

USAID Coordinating Secretariat 
Managed by the USAID WA-WASH Program, the Secretariat, through its activities, 
hopes to effectively leverage WASH activities in the region, guaranteeing efficient 
interventions to encourage continuous collaboration for WASH in West Africa. 
 
The first two secretariat meetings proved to be effective learning/sharing platforms. The 
recent meeting held in June 2016 engaged the project’s government partners in Benin in a 
one-day workshop, to discuss Benin’s WASH challenges and proffer solutions. 
In Year 3, the project will continue to leverage the expertise of members of the secretariat 
to facilitate capacity building, training and strengthen public-private partnerships and 
networking between regional WASH organizations and stakeholders. 
 
External Communication 
Objectives 
The objective of the external communication strategy is to position the project and its 
partners as successfully employing a market-based approach to urban sanitation, 
influencing each lever in the marketplace to create an efficient, effective and sustainable 
sanitation market. Communications activities will be geared towards ensuring that: 
 
civil society stakeholders are sensitized on alternative market based solutions and support 
implementation.  
government actors and policy makers understand market based solutions for sanitation 
and FSM, provide adequate regulation, but also support the role of private sector 
engagement in sanitation and FSM.  
the WASH Community (NGOs, governments, donors etc.) are aware of options to design 
and implement projects in sanitation and FSM that strengthen the business enabling 
environment. 
MFIs are interested in sanitation as a business opportunity, enabling design and 
implementation of financial products for service providers and consumers. 

Elements of the Communication Plan 
 
Objectives 
To achieve the objectives of the external communications plan, the project will target key 
stakeholders in government (local and national level), the WASH community, financial 
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institutions and the donor community, tailoring messages and communication products 
that clearly communicate our key messages: 
 
Sharing learning from SSD activities, such as developing innovative models in sanitation, 
FSM, and finance, how to better engage government, and regional collaboration; 
Sanitation is a viable business; 
Private sector can help provide improved sanitation, but governments must provide 
enabling environment.  Landlords are mandated by law to provide toilets; 
Improved toilets are an affordable possibility. 
Advocacy 
Each country team will have a separate advocacy strategy of action items that tackles 
identified advocacy issues. These separate advocacy strategies will synergize with the 
external communications strategy. In this vein, a general communications calendar will 
be developed and updated for the project.  
 
Message Content 
Through project briefs, case studies and company profiles, videos and webinars, the 
Project will document learning and best practices from market interventions in the key 
areas of: 
 
Results of the landscape study; 
Human centered design/ design thinking/ lean start-up; 
Product development;  
Government engagement;  
Partnerships;  
Fecal Sludge Management (FSM);  
Sanitation finance; and  
Business models.  
Content will be heavily reliant on activities of country teams, implementing and technical 
partners (WSUP and PATH), who will share in documenting actionable learning. 
 
Media 
To complement the use of the AfWA and USAID Coordinating secretariat 
learning/sharing platforms, project will extensively use created social media pages and 
partner websites to disseminate actionable learning. The Twitter page, 
@POOPgroupSSD, currently has a total of 129 tweets and retweets, 124 followers, and is 
a member of 3 lists: “Assainissement” by France Environnement which has 1260 
members; “Globaldev-tweeps” which has 4987 members; and Global-development-
tweets” by EuropeAid which has 4984 members. Followership on Facebook has 
primarily been by readers from Francophone countries.  
 
Additionally, the communications strategy hopes to leverage the global reach of the 
SuSanA and CKM platforms to disseminate communication products. International 
conferences, and the media will also be used in sharing collateral material. 
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Knowledge products and activities planned for year 3 
 
Activity / Product Details 

Webinars One external webinar to be organized per quarter: hosting to 
alternate between partners and/ or country teams 

Case studies 3 Case studies and topic briefs based on project's quarterly 
monitoring data produced 

White Paper 1 white paper published on market evolution of sanitation 
market in West Africa 

Country briefs 1-Current brief to be updated for subsequent conference 
representation 
2- To complement above, country two-pagers to be developed, 
outlining key successes/failures, existing markets (4Ps), 
support and next steps 

Knowledge-sharing 
/dissemination workshop 

One to be organized each quarter in operating countries  

Exposure visits for key 
stakeholders 

One to be organized per quarter for project 

Success stories 1 success story to be produced per quarter, alternating between 
project countries 

Video 7 short (3-5 minutes) videos produced highlighting key 
sanitation issues and project learning 

Blogs Monthly blogs on key project learnings (successes and 
failures) to be produced 

Social Media Presence Twitter and Facebook pages to continue receiving weekly 
updates of project activities and progress 

 
 
Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning 
 
Improved Evidence Decision Making 
The project will improve its evidence base, and better link this to strategies. This will 
include better definition of geographical project zones, and increasing our quantitative 
understanding of the potential target groups in these areas.  The project team will use the 
landscape study to revisit gaps and opportunities in each target area and to more clearly 
link this to strategy.  The team will also update Results Chains in each country. 
 
ME&L Plan 
During the first quarter of FY17, SSD will review the existing ME&L plan, which was 
approved in 2015, and propose a revision.  This will reflect recent changes in USAID 
WASH indicators, which are now aligned with the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs). 
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Monitoring and DHIS2 implementation 
By the end of the first quarter of FY17, the SSD project will have DHIS2 – PSI’s 
standard Management Information System – completely set up. DHIS2 will replace the 
existing paper-based tracking system.  Based on the project’s key indicators for all the 
three countries, including each country’s specific information (Intervention sites, 
communes, enterprises, MFIs etc.), data input masks will be available for data entry. 
Project country focal points will be trained on data entry and data management, while all 
project staff will receive training on analysis and visualization.  
Based on their respective roles, each SSD staff member, including PATH, WSUP and 
other key partners, as well as USAID will be provided with an access code to the DHI2 
platform and will have access to customized information dashboards. 
Dashboard configuration will be based on input from key data users to ensure that 
dashboards are relevant to their specific needs. In particular, key performance indicators 
will guide the creation of dashboards with graphs which can visually show, for example: 
 
Number of toilets sold, by month  
Number of toilets sold, by enterprise 
Financing reimbursement rate by enterprise and MFI’s 
Sales conversion rates by enterprises 
Number of septic tanks safely emptied by month/quarter 
Graphs on Fecal sludge dumping area 
Throughout Year 3 data collection will follow multiple steps.  The first will be to review 
key indicators with project staff and partners and to validate the collection tools.  Then 
the project MIS staff will identify and train key private sector actors, including VTOs, 
hardware store owners, MFI's, and sales agent, who will actively contribute to the 
collection of data and this according to the evolution of hard work project.  Following is 
an overview of the process: 
 
  Year 2 Year 3 
N° Activities Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
1.Finalize configuration on DHIS for Each 
Country 

     

1.1 Configure calculated indicators based on raw 
data elements. 

     

1.2 Create forms for data entry      
1.3 Test and validation of DHIS2 configuration      
1.4 Generate SSD project  staff and key 

partner’s users account and password in 
DHIS 2 

     

1.5 Training staff for data entry      
 Train staff for data analysis       

2. Develop Dashboards      
2.1 Develop ToR on dashboard creation meeting 

(including objectives and key participants  
     

2.2 Organize meeting on dashboard contents 
(identification of element or variable to 
include in each Dashboards 

     

2.3 Configure the shape of each dashboard      
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retained during meeting 
2.4 Train staff on data and dashboard 

visualization 
     

3. Data Collection       
3.1 Identify and train keys persons for data 

collection (project staff, enterprise…)     
     

3.2 Data collection and verification process      
3.3 Training on data analysis and visualization 

for DHIS2 
     

3.4 Generate Dashboards for Report      
 
GIS Mapping 
A sanitation mapping activity will be undertaken for Abidjan and Cotonou, to produce  
comprehensive urban maps depicting essential sanitation data: 
 
Location of VTO stations and sewage infrastructure (transfer sites, treatment plants) 
Location of project-supported sanitation enterprises 
Location of MFIs 
Commune-level demographic and relevant socio-economic data, where available 
Any other relevant spatial data that is available for SSD project areas 
Basic infrastructure data will be available in the DHIS2 GIS module, while more 
advanced maps will be produced with GIS software such as QGIS. Maps will be updated 
on an ongoing basis and are expected to aid with the targeting of interventions, 
monitoring coverage of activities, and disseminating key project data. 
 
Proposed Gantt chart for GIS Mapping 
  Yea 2 Year 3 
N° Activities Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
1.Sanitation Mapping      
1.1 List data requirement for the maps      
1.2 Ask for additional information SSD project 

staff want to see on the maps 
     

1.3 Validate list of data require for maps      
1.4 Proceed to collection of data require for 

maps  
     

1.5 Configure variable in DHIS2 for the mapping      
1.6 Enter data in DHIS/GIS to generate 

sanitation maps 
     

 
 
Environmental Compliance 
 
An Environmental Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (EMMP) for SSD was approved by 
USAID in October, 2015. The main potential environmental impact identified is related 
to the construction of toilets, and the collection, transport, treatment and disposal of 
waste.  
 
The main objectives set out in the project’s EMMP include: 
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Ensure that the enterprises we're working with are following correct guidelines for safe 
disposal of excreta.  This includes the proper handling of effluent from septic tanks, pit 
latrines, and biodigesters. 
Include discussions of safe disposal and other environmental concerns in our workshops 
with Government. 
Train SSD staff on safe FSM practices and other environmental concerns and practices. 
Ensure that the toilets and septic tanks installed and FSM services increased as a result of 
project activities and FSM do not create additional health problems to our target 
populations.  

During the first half of FY17, project leadership will review the EMMP together with 
USAID to ensure proper compliance. 
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Appendix B  International Travel 
 

Quarter No. of 
trips 

No. of 
travelers Origin Destination Purpose 

  PSI 

Q1 2 2 Accra/Abidjan/ 
Cotonou 

Africa or international 
location 

Conferences/training/ meetings 

Q1 2 2 Washington DC Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q1 1 1 Accra/Abidjan/ 
Cotonou 

Washington DC Learning and capacity building 

Q2 2 2 Accra/Abidjan/ 
Cotonou 

Africa or international 
location 

Conferences/training/ meetings 

Q2 2 2 Washington DC Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q2 1 1 Accra/Abidjan/ 
Cotonou 

Washington DC Learning and capacity building 

Q3 2 2 Accra/Abidjan/ 
Cotonou 

Africa or international 
location 

Conferences/training/ meetings 

Q3 2 2 Washington DC Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q3 1 1 Accra/Abidjan/ 
Cotonou 

Washington DC Learning and capacity building 

Q4 2 2 Accra/Abidjan/ 
Cotonou 

Africa or international 
location 

Conferences/training/ meetings 

Q4 2 2 Washington DC Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q4 1 1 Accra/Abidjan/ 
Cotonou 

Washington DC Learning and capacity building 

   PATH 

Q1 4 4 Seattle, WA Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q1 3 1 Dakar, Senegal Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q2 4 4 Seattle, WA Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q2 3 1 Dakar,  
Senegal 

Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q3 4 4 Seattle, WA Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 
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Note: This table represents an illustrative list of the type of travel and maximum number 
of trips for the year. 
 

Q3 3 1 Dakar, Senegal Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q4 4 4 Seattle, WA Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q4 3 1 Dakar, Senegal Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

    WSUP 

Q1 2 2 London  Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q1 1 1 Accra/Abidjan/ 
Cotonou 

Africa or international 
location 

Conferences/training/ meetings 

Q2 2 2 London  Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q2 1 1 Accra/Abidjan/ 
Cotonou 

Africa or international 
location 

Conferences/training/ meetings 

Q3 2 2 London  Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q3 1 1 Accra/Abidjan/ 
Cotonou 

Africa or international 
location 

Conferences/training/ meetings 

Q4 2 2 London  Accra/Abidjan/Cotonou Technical assistance 

Q4 1 1 Accra/Abidjan/ 
Cotonou 

Africa or international 
location 

Conferences/training/ meetings 

Total 60 52    
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Travel Within Project Area 
 
No. 
of 

Trips 

 
No. of 

Travelers Origin Destination Org Purpose of Travel 

1 2 
Accra Cotonou PSI/WSUP Partners meeting 

1 6 Abidjan Cotonou PSI/WSUP Partners meeting 
1 6 Cotonou Abidjan PSI/WSUP Partners meeting 
1 2 Accra Abidjan PSI/WSUP Partners meeting 
1 2 Accra Abidjan PSI/WSUP Core Team Meeting 
1 1 Cotonou Abidjan PSI/WSUP Core Team Meeting 
1 2 Accra Cotonou PSI/WSUP Core Team Meeting 
1 1 Abidjan Cotonou PSI/WSUP Core Team Meeting 
1 1 Abidjan Accra PSI/WSUP Core Team Meeting 
1 1 Cotonou Accra PSI/WSUP Core Team Meeting 

6 6 Abidjan Accra/Cotonou PSI/WSUP 
Training/technical 
assistance/meetings 

6 6 Accra Abidjan/Cotonou PSI/WSUP 
Training/technical 
assistance/meetings 

6 6 Cotonou Abidjan/Accra PSI/WSUP 
Training/technical 
assistance/meetings 

4 1 
Accra Cotonou PSI 

Technical assistance from 
project office in Accra to 
Benin ( 1 trip/quarterly) 

4 1 
Accra Abidjan PSI 

Technical assistance from 
project office in Accra to 
Abidjan ( 1 trip/quarterly) 

Total 44       
       

 
Note: This is an illustrative list of the types of travel between the project countries.   
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Appendix C Life of Project Targets  
 
 

Key Results* Year 5 Target 

# of people who gain access to improved sanitation in targeted areas through 
toilet products and services purchased from project supported enterprises 1,000,000 

# of people who gain access to safe disposal and/or reuse of fecal waste 
service in targeted areas from project supported enterprises 1,000,000 

% of those gaining access to an improved sanitation and safe disposal or 
reuse of fecal waste service are in the lowest poverty quartile 25% 

# market-based models for provision of sanitation services shared regionally  At least 6 

* These objectives are from the original proposal, and may be subject to revision. 
 
 

 
 



  
 

Appendix E Year 3 Deliverables 
Cote d’Ivoire Project Deliverables 

 Cote d’Ivoire Project Deliverables  O N D J F M A M J J A S 
Model 1: Prefabricated Septic Tanks                         
  Phase 1: Research & Mapping                         
    Concept Card for Septic Tank developed X                       
    Secondary research on Water table and type of Soil in Abidjan finalized x                       
    1-pager on water table & soil type in the target site produced x                       
    Landlords who empty ST at least every 2 months or regular basis identified x                       
    Product cost structure (materials, labor, etc.) developed x                       
    Market demand estimate for Septic tank completed x                       
    5 hardware shops per commune identified as distributors   x                     
    Product brochure describing the model developed   x                     
    Initial consumers & installation sites identified   x                     
  Phase 2: Rough Prototype                         
    Manufacturer/Masons and Hardware shops from mapping enrolled x                       
    Prefabricated septic Tank design plan developed   x                     
    MoU with Manufacturers and Masons signed   x                     
    Protocol of collaboration with Manufacturers (masons) signed   x                     
    List of Materials for PST construction identified and purchased   x                     
    Product IEC/Marketing materials developed   x                     
    Manufacturer or Masons for the prototype trained     x                   
    5 Prefabricated Septic Tank constructed      x                   
    Prefab septic tank installed in 5 targeted Households     x                   
    Site visit to observe MVP function and collect feedback conducted     x                   
  Phase 3: Live Prototype                         
    MoU signed with hardware shop/service provider for latrine & materials     x                   
    PST, sales & distribution plan developed     x                   
    MoU signed with local Radio identified at commune level       x                 
    Promotion and communication plan developed         x               
    IEC/and Marketing materials designed and produced           x             
    Radio spots produced           x             
    6 radio messages on the PST product broadcast             x           
    Reimbursement follow-up with selected MFI's initiated               x         
  Phase 4: Scale up                         
    Potential corporate partners identified           x             
    Sales agent recruited           x             
    MoU signed with selected corporate partners           x             
    Marketing and Communication plan and IEC materials updated           x             
    Sales agent trained             x           
    Production and Sale of Prefab Septic Tanks launched               x         
  Products installed in at least 120 households         x    
  Sanitation finance for Landlords and entrepreneurs                         
    Findings from existing Landlord financing compiled x                       
    MoU drafted   x                     
    MFI partner provided with Guarantees funds     x                   
    Loan product available     x                   
    Communication Campaign on PST financing launched       x                 
Model 2: Vidange Plus Call Center                         
  Phase 1: Research                         
    Product Card finalized x                       
    Initial business model canvas finalized x                       
    Technical support/equipment needs for Call Center identified x                       

    
Mapping of local technology and Telecommunication companies 
completed x                       

    
Initial profit estimates from Interface, installation and utilization 
developed   x                     

    Vidange plus /call center service sales plan developed   x                     
    5 VTOs to test Call Center model selected with support of VTOs Federation   x                     
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 Cote d’Ivoire Project Deliverables  O N D J F M A M J J A S 
    Landlords for the pilot test identified and enrolled   x                     
    Market segmentation finalized       x                 
    Demand estimate completed       x                 
  Phase 2: Pilot                         
    Brochures (detailing specifications) and IEC Materials produced   x                     
    Communication campaign launched in target area     x                   
    Materials for Call Center acquired     x                   
    Pilot call center Box set up within PSI office       x                 
    2 staff to manage call center during pilot recruited and trained       x                 
    Septic tank volume calculation system (Excel based) developed     x                   
    Call center pilot launched and feedback collected       x                 
    Partnership with Beaumont, VTO, WRP, IPA, Triggrerise established     x                   
    Technical support provided by Beaumont for mechanical pump       x                 
    Selected VTOs trained on operation call center and use of Beaumont Pump         x               
  Phase 3: Scale up                         
    Call center pilot assessment conducted         x               
    Exchange visit with IPA to learn about call center experience organized         x               
    Requirements and plan for call center interface/SMS system created           x             
    Requirements for mobile payment identified             x           
    Mobil payment integrated into business model               x         
    Prototype software interface/SMS developed and tested             x           
    Software revised and deployed               x         
    Call center system updated                 x       
  Phase 4: Privatization                         
    Mapping of local technology and Telecommunication company completed       x                 
    Quality assurance protocol developed         x               
    Privatization plan developed           x             
    Workshop with corporate partners on the model organized             x           
    MoU with Selected Corporate partners developed and signed               x         
  Finance Product                         
    P&Ls for VTO activities completed   x                     
    Loan product for VTO and entrepreneurs developed   x                     
    Communication on Loan Product for VTO and Entrepreneurs launched   x                     
    First loans to VTO and entrepreneurs provided     x                   
    Reimbursement follow-up with selected MFI's initiated       x                 
Model 4: User Interface and Superstructure                         
  Phase 1: Research                         
    Concept card (manufacture and install times, prod specs, cost) developed         x               
    Business model finalized           x             
    Potential loan options for landlords developed           x             
    Viability, feasibility, desirability tale created           x             
    Interviews conducted             x           
  Phase 2: Pilot                         
    Pilot sites identified             x           
    Materials acquired             x           
    Masons trained               x         
    Initial UI/Superstructures installed               x         
    Pilot phase assessment conducted               x         
  Phase 3: Scale up                         
    Scale up Plan developed                 x       
    Financial Product for UI/Superstructures developed                 x       
    Local partners identified                   x     
    Communication Plan developed                   x     
    Communication Campaign for UI/Superstructure financing launched                     x   
Model 5: Biodigester                         
  Phase 1: Research                         
    Map of water table level per commune completed         X               
    Business Model for Biodigester developed           x             
    1 pager on Biodigester created           x             
    Research on viability, feasibility, desirability completed             X           
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 Cote d’Ivoire Project Deliverables  O N D J F M A M J J A S 
    Initial pre-order list & installation locations developed             x           
    Potential emptying service linkages identified             x           
    Sales & distribution plan developed               x         
    Technology partner identified               x         
    Prioritized list of product features created               x         
    Product brochures (detailing out specifications) created               x         
  Phase 2: Pilot                         
    5 Compounds for pilot (MVP) identified               x         
    List of Manufacturer/Masons and Hardware shop partners developed               x         
    5 Manufacturer/Masons and Hardware shop enrolled per commune               x         
    MoU signed with Biofil               x         
    List of Materials for Biodigester Construction identified and purchased                 x       
    Selected manufacturer or masons trained on prototype (with Biofil)                   x x   
    5 Biodigesters constructed with Biofil TA                     x   
  Phase 3: Scale up                         
    Scale up plan developed                       x 
    Local partners identified                       x 
    Communication Plan developed                       x 

Benin Project Deliverables 
 Benin Project Deliverables O N D J F M A M J J A S 
Model 1: Sales of Existing VIP Latrines with Sato Pan                         
  Phase 1: Research & Mapping                         
    Quantitative estimate of materials for existing latrines conducted X                       
    Price structure of latrine components created x                       
    Initial retail price for toilet with Sato Pan interface set x                       
    Existing 150 SP from Ghana shipped for immediate use  x                       
  Phase 2: Pilot                         
    Potential entrepreneurs and masons Identified and recruited x                       
    MOU with Entrepreneurs and masons signed x                       
    Entrepreneurs and masons trained on technology   x                     
    Potential market size of households without latrines estimated   x                     
    Distribution channel for Sato Pan identified   x                     
    MOU negotiated with an importer for Sato Pan   x                     
    Order of additional 3000 Sato Pan reconfirmed   x                     
    Meeting between importer and local artisans organized   x                     
    Marketing and sales strategy developed   x                     
    Promotional support material designed and ordered     x                   
    Entrepreneurs trained on sales strategy     x                   
    Demonstration unit for community level promotions constructed     x                   
    Initial 2 public community demonstrations conducted     x                   
    Initial 3 VIP Latrines with Sato Pan Interface sold to early adopters     x                   
    Session for local municipalities on enforcement of sanitation by-laws held       x                 
  Phase 3: Scale up                         
    Pilot Phase assessment conducted and Business Model revised         x               
    Scale up Plan developed           x             
    Communication Plan developed           x             
    Sales Team recruited and trained           x             
    Communication Campaign launched             x           
    Monitoring of sales trends initiated             x           
    60 VIP Latrines with Sato Pan Interface sold               x         
    Business model reviewed and revised                 x       
    Lessons learned shared/published                   x     
Model 2: Sales of VIP Latrines w/Prefabricated Components + Sato Pan                         
  Phase 1: Research & Mapping                         
    Rough prototype testing of prefabricated latrine + Sato Pan conducted     x                   
    Quantitative estimations of prices for latrine components conducted     x                   
    Technical specifications and design for model drafted       x                 
    Molds for prefabricated elements of latrine (slab, pit) ordered       x                 
  Phase 2: Pilot                         
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 Benin Project Deliverables O N D J F M A M J J A S 
    Artisans trained on use of molds to make prefabricated elements         x               
    Demonstration unit of new latrine model constructed         x               
    Government Approval of Latrine with Prefabricated Elements obtained           x             
  Phase 3: Scale up                         
    Marketing Plan developed             x           
    Communication Plan developed               x         
    Communication Campaign launched                 x       
    Product integrated into existing distribution channel                 x       
    Scale up Plan developed                   x     
    Sales monitoring system initiated                   x     
    Business model reviewed and revised                     x   
    Lessons learned shared/published                       x 
Model 3: Rehabilitation, Emptying, and Cleaning Services                         
  Phase 1: Research & Mapping                         
    Market size estimation completed x                       
    Map of high concentration of unemptied or abandoned pits produced x                       
    Service package and price structure defined x                       
    Map of current VTO activity produced x                       
  Phase 2: Pilot                         
    Sales and promotion plan developed x                       
    Sales/promotional agents and entrepreneurs identified and recruited x                       
    Sales agents and entrepreneurs trained on proposed service   X                     
    Performance criteria for VTO selection established   X                     
    Potential VTO candidates identified and evaluated   x                     
    10 VTOs selected to test the proposed model   x                     
    Training consultant identified and recruited   x                     
    VTOs trained on business management and promotional capacities     x                   
    Hotline operators trained to direct households to quality emptying services     x                   
    Promotion of improved services through launched via ABMS hotline       x                 
    Initial 5 Households subscribe to proposed service       x                 
  Phase 3: Scale up                         
    Scale up Plan developed         x               
    Communication Plan developed         x               
    Sales Team recruited and trained         x               
    Communication Campaign launched           x             
    Monitoring of sales trends initiated           x             
    Technical requirements for automated monitoring system determined             x           
    Potential private-sector management/coordination service identified              x         
    Services adopted by 50 households                x       
    Private-sector management services trained                 x       
    Business model reviewed and revised                   x     
    Lessons learned shared/published                     x   
Model 4: Finance product for landlords and entrepreneurs                         
    MOU negotiated with PEBCo to provide loans to landlords x                       
    Operationalization of a guarantee fund for PEBCo negotiated x                       
    Guarantee Fund established   x                     
    First loan provided to landlord     x                   
    Workshop between MFI actors, VTOs, and entrepreneurs organized     x                   
    MOU negotiated with FINADEV to provide loans to entrepreneurs & VTOS     x                   
    Communication campaign for financial products developed     x                   
    Communication campaign launched       x                 
    First loans provided       x                 
    Continuous client feedback collection mechanism launched         x               
    Monitoring system for loan/payback rates initiated           x             
    Financial model reviewed and revised               x         
    Lessons learned shared/published                 x       
Government Engagement             
  Workshop held with municipal and law enforcement authorities             
  Advocacy specialist Recruited             
  Municipalities implement mechanism to create favorable sanitation market             
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 Benin Project Deliverables O N D J F M A M J J A S 

  
Public-private partnerships strengthened via business skills training for 
VTOs             

Ghana WSUP Project Deliverables 
Ghana WSUP Project Deliverables  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
Deliverable 1 – Improve management of sanitation     
  (1) Creating strategic partnerships     
    4 general assembly meeting held     
    MoUs signed between the 2 municipalities     
    Action plans developed to improve realization of project targets     
    4 community engagements, 8 radio programs, 24 number quarterly announcements     
    2 number strategic meetings drawing stakeholders from various communities     
    2 sensitization meetings held     
    2 articles published in print and electronic media     
    Business plans on compound sanitation presented by 10 PLBs     
    Training provided to 10 PLB investors in compound sanitation     
    5 Meetings held with Assembly members and unit communities of communities      
    4 Meetings held between MFIs and investors     
    Minutes of quarterly quality assurance report and review meetings between KMA and MFIs     
  (2)  Facilitate promotion of compound latrine improvements and microfinance to landlords     
    Latrine improvement and financing promoted to at least 398,000 landlords and tenants     
    5 meetings with Assembly members and unit communities of communities selected for entry by MFIs     
    15 community promotional durbars held     
    Minutes of quarterly quality assurance report and review meetings between KMA and MFIs     
    Minutes and progress reports produced     
    20 artisans trained on toilet constructions     
Deliverable 2: Improve operation and use of public latrine blocks     
     One advertising campaign facilitated     
    Hold annual event to award best performing PLBs in Ga West and Kumasi     
    400+ public latrine blocks evaluated against agreed key performance indicators     
    Annual awards presented for best performing public toilet blocks     
Deliverable 3: Improve internal revenue generation by local government     
    Improved system for revenue collection for local government designed and implemented     
    Revenue allocations for sanitation determined, or commitments expressed for previous agreement     
Deliverable 4: Provide technical assistance to improve faecal sludge emptying     
    Assessment of licensing process completed     
Deliverable 5: Dissemination of compound sanitation strategy     
    Learning reports of compound sanitation in Ga West and Kumasi disseminated.       
    2 inter-country meetings held     
    1 learning report each for KMA and Ga West compound sanitation strategy.     

        
 SSD Regional Deliverables 

SSD Regional Deliverables Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
Monitoring, Evaluation & Learning     
Strategic alignment and Compliance     
Results Chains updated per country     
ME&L Plan reviewed and revised     
SSD staff trained on safe FSM practices     
Environmental Mitigation and Monitoring Plan     
Finalize DHIS configuration per country     
Calculated indicators configured     
Data entry forms created     
DHIS2 configuration tested and validated     
Users account and password generated     
Staff trained on data entry     
Staff trained on data analysis      
Develop Dashboards     
ToR for dashboard creation meeting developed     
Meeting on dashboard contents organized     
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SSD Regional Deliverables Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
Dashboards configured     
Staff trained on data and dashboard visualization     
Data Collection     
Keys persons for data collection identified and trained     
Data collection and verification process launched     
Data analysis and visualization training for DHIS2 held     
First dashboards generated for reporting     
Sanitation Mapping     
Data requirement for the maps listed     
Additional map info needs gathered     
List of data require for maps validated     
Data required for maps collected     
DHIS2 for the mapping variable configured     
Data entry in DHIS/GIS to generate sanitation maps initiated     
Communication & Knowledge Management     
Webinar 1 1 1 1 
Case study 1 1 1 1 
White Paper - - - 1 
Country Brief 1 1 1 1 
Knowledge-sharing/dissemination workshop 1 1 1 1 
Exposure visit for key stakeholders 1 1 1 1 
Success story (alternating countries) 1 1 1 1 
Short Video 1 2 2 2 
Blog Post 3 3 3 3 
Weekly Twitter/Facebook pate updates 12 12 12 12 
Gender and Vulnerable Populations     
Vulnerable populations represented (>20%) in workshops, trainings, meetings     
Accessibility to sanitation credit for vulnerable pop. ensured thru MFI partners     
List of women entrepreneurs engaged in sanitation/hygiene updated     
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Appendix  F Detailed Work Plan 
 
Cote d’Ivoire 
 

    Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 

C Model 1: Prefabricated Septic Tanks (PST) 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4                   
C 1   Phase 1: Research & Mapping                                             
C 1.1     Research on the specification  PST (documentation/Learnt learnt for other country) x x                                         
      Develop and validate PST product card     x                                       
      Concept Card for Septic Tank developed       M                                     
      Conduct secondary research on water table and type of Soil in abidjan   x                                         
      Organized meeting  with BNETP and ONAD to validate research finding     x                                       
C 1.2     Secondary research on Water table and type of Soil in Abidjan finalized       M                                     
      Develop 1 pager on water table & soil type in target     x                                       
      Review and validate 1 pager on water table & soil type in target       x                                     
C 1.3     1-pager on  water table & soil type in target site produced       M                                     
      Review target LL and HH selection criteria   x                                         
      Onsite visite to identified and select LL and HH (that respond to criteria)     x x                                     
C 1.4     Target Landlords that empty ST at least every 2 months or regular basic identified       M                                     
      List of item invlolve in setting up of PST and identifed each scenarios     x                                       
      Collect information on the cost and fees of each items     x                                       
      Develop and valdiate PST prodcut cost strucutre        x                                     
C 1.5     Product cost structure (materials, labor, etc.) developed       M                                     
      Finalize Secondary research on type of household/sanitation issue per commune in Abidjan x                                           
      Discuss and use finding to estimate Market size for Septic tank   x                                         
C 1.6     Market demand estimate for Septic tank completed       M                                     
      Dicussion on the need of TA for Septic Tank Construction     x                                       
      Develop scope of work on the TA  for Septic Tank Construction       x                                     
C 1.7     Scope of Work for technique support to SSD team from PSI India or others expert developed       M                                     
      Mapping on existing manufacturer and mason (able to construct PST or involve in the process         x                                   
C 1.8     List of enrolled manufacturers and mason created                 M                           
      Mapping hardware shop and Service providers            x                                 
C 1.9     5 hardware shops per commune identified as distributors                 M                           
      Review PST specification and cards/Document review  for describing manuf & install times, 

prod specs, cost  
            x                               

      Develop PST brochure describing the model               x                             
C 1.10     Product brochure describing the model developed                 M                           
      Based on criteria indentified initial consumers and target sites           x                                 
C 1.11     Initial consumers & installation sites identified                 M                           
C 2   Phase 2: Rough Prototype                                             
C 2.1     Organize workshop/meeting with Manufacturer/Masons and Hardware shops on project 

objectives and on the model 
    x                                       

      Enroll Manufacturer/Masons and Hardware shops     x                                       
      Manufacturer/Masons and Hardware shops from mapping enrolled       M                                     
      List potential step for the design Prefabricated septic Tank                x                             
      Develop a plan for designing Prefabricated septic Tank design                 x                           
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C 2.2     Prefabricated septic Tank design plan developed                 M                           
      Draft and validate MoU document         x x x                               
      Sign MoU with enrolled Manufacturers and Masons               x x                           
C 2.3     MoU with Manufacturers and Masons signed                 M                           
C 2.4     Protocol of collaboration with Manufacturers (masons) signed                 M                           
      Identified list of materials and/or equipment need for PST constrcution           x                                 
      Acquire materials and/or equipment              x                               
C 2.5     List of Materials for PST construction identified and purchased                 M                           
      Organize meeting PST strategy of communication         x                                   
      Develop theme, messages and content           x                                 
      Identify IEC matrials and support need for PST promotion           x x                               
      Idenfity and select communiciation agency                x                             
      Produce IEC/Marketing Materials                 x                           
C 2.6     Product IEC/Marketing materials developed                 M                           
      Identify and select trainer                   x                         
      Train Manufacturer or Masons on the construction of PST                     x                       
C 2.7     Manufacturer or Masons for the prototype trained                         M                   
      Sign contract with Mason/manufacturer                       x                     
      Constructed 5 PST                       x x                   
C 2.8     5 Prefabricated Septic Tank constructed                          M                   
      Sign MoU with selected LL for the test                     x                       
      Install 5 Prefabricated Septic Tank                        x x                   
C 2.9     Prefab septic tank installed in 5 targeted Households                         M                   
      Develop site visit observation form             x                               
      Conduct site visit to observe MVP function and collect feedback conducted             x x x x x                       
      Pivot/Perserver                       x x                   
C 2.10     Site visit to observe MVP function and collect feedback conducted                         M                   
C 3   Phase 3: Live Prototype                                             
C 3.1     Discuss on the strategy to produce and install 20 PST             x                               
      Develop a plan for 20 PST construction within 20 househoulds                 x                           
      Plan for construct and install PST in 20 Compounds developed                         M                   
      Organize breifined meeting with target hardware shop & service provider to provide latrine & 

materials 
              x                             

      Review and validate MoU document                  x                           
      Sign MoU with selected hardware shop & service provider to provide latrine & materials                       x                     
C 3.2     MoU signed with hardware shop & service provider to provide latrine & materials                         M                   
      Discuss on the strategy of PST product sale and distribution                 x x                         
      Intial discussion with WRP or other partners on PST sale and distribution strategy             x x x x x                       
      Develop sale/distribution plan for PST model                   x x                       
C 3.3     PST, sales & distribution plan developed                         M                   
      Identify local radio in project target  area     x                                       
      Develop MoU Document       x x                                   
      Sign MoU with selected local radio         x x x x                             
C 3.4     MoU signed with local Radio identified at commune level                           M                 
C 3.5     Promotion and communication plan developed                             M               
C 3.6     IEC/and Marketing materials designed and produced                               M             
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C 3.7     Radio spots produced                               M             
C 3.8     6 radio messages on the PST product broadcast                                 M           
C 3.9     Reimbursement follow-up with selected MFI's initiated                                   M         
C 4   Phase 4: Scale up                                             
C 4.1     Potential corporate partners identified                               M             
C 4.2     Sales agent recruited                               M             
C 4.3     MoU signed with selected corporate partners                               M             
C 4.4     Marketing and Communication plan and IEC materials updated                               M             
C 4.5     Sales agent trained                                 M           
C 4.6     Production and Sale of Prefab Septic Tanks launched                                   M         
C 4.7     Products installed in at least 120 households                                     M       
C 5   Sanitation finance product for Landlords and entrepreneurs                                             
      Learning from PSI India - Care CDI - Wsup Ghana completed                                             
      Market Demand estimation completed                                             
      Advocacy tools completed and shared with partners Mfis                                             
      Mfis requests for guarantee fund collected                                             
      PSI/W and USAID contengencies about guarantee fund collected                                             
      Findings from existing guarantee fund management completed                                             
C 5.1     Findings from existing Landlord financing compiled       M                                     
      Collaboration MoU draft and submited to Mfis partners                                             
      Collaboration MoU signed with at least 2 Mfis partners                                             
      Guarantee fund contract draft and submitted to Mfis partners                                             
      Discusssion with Mfis to finalise the guarantee fund contract                                             
C 5.2     MoU drafted                 M                           
      Guarantee fund contract signed with at least 2 MFIs partners                                             
      Gurantee fund put on Mfis disposal                                             
C 5.3     MFI partner provided with Guarantees funds                         M                   
      SSD requirement for selected Landlords designed                                             
      MFis requirement for selected Landlords designed                                             
      20 Landlords Identified, selected and linked with Mfis                                             
C 5.4     Loan product available                         M                   
      Findings from existing and related communication campaign completed                                            
      Communication plan draft                                             
      SSD support needed figure out and provided                                             
      Communication campaign completed                                             
      Communication tools developed                                             
C 5.5     Communication Campaign on PST financing launched                           M                 
  Model 2: Vidange Plus Call Center                                             
C 6   Phase 1: Research                                             
C 6.1     Review and finalize Call center model cards                                             
      Product Card finalized       M                                     
      Discussion BMC with Local Partners and collect feedback   x                                         
      Update BMC     x                                       
C 6.2     Initial business model canvas finalized       M                                     
      List  technical support or assistance to set up the Call Center                                             
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      List  Material and equipment for Call Center                                             
C 6.3     Technical support/equipment needs for Call Center Implementation identified       M                                     
      Revision et finalization Mapping form x                                           
      Discusion with Orange/MTN on Call center/vidange plus model and other technology that met 

call center specification 
x                                           

      Finalize mapping local technology and Telecommunication companies   x x                                       
C 6.4     Mapping of local technology and Telecommunication companies completed       M                                     
      Organize meeting with telecommunication companies to discuss on cost structure of call 

center Interface, installation… 
          x                                 

      Discussion  with triggresise and IPA on call center configuration and cost           x x                               
      Develop initial profit estimate for the caller center               x                             
C 6.5     Initial profit estimates from Interface, installation and utilization developed                 M                           
      Internal Discuss on the strategy  Vidange plus/Call center service sale   x                                         
      Organize meetng with WRP or other partners on Vidange plus/Call center service sale and 

promotion strategy 
    x                                       

      Develop and validate sale plan for Vidange plus/Call center service model         x                                   
C 6.6     Vidange plus /call center service sales plan developed                 M                           
      Initial discussion with VTO federation on the call center implementation  x                                           
      Organize workhop with VTO in order explain the model, how it will be run and get their buy-in 

to the project  
  x                                         

      Select 5 VTO for the test and sign MoU with them       x                                     
C 6.7     5 VTOs selected to test Call Center model with support of VTOs Federation                 M                           
      Establish list of criteria for site selection       x                                     
      Conduct Site/LL Selection with target area         x                                   
C 6.8     Landlords for the pilot test identified and enrolled                 M                           
      Use INS data to finalized Market segmentation for PST                   x x                       
C 6.9     Market segmentation finalized                           M                 
      Use Market segment to estimant the demand                       x x                   
C 6.10     Demand estimate completed                           M                 
C 7   Phase 2: Pilot                                             
C 7.1     Develop validate IEC materials content and Message     x x                                     
      Review and validate model brochure       x x                                   
      Produce IEC/Marketing Materials         x x                                 
      Brochures (detailing specifications) and IEC Materials produced                 M                           
      Disseminate flyer and brochures in target area selected for the pilot                     x x                     
      Broadcast message on the service in local radio                     x x                     
      Use Vaccum truck for promotion (Branding on thier truck with call number)                     x x xx                   
C 7.2     Communication campaign launched in target area                         M                   
      Identify and List adequat equipement and materails needed to set up the call center x                                           
      Purchase or acquire materials for the call center       x                                     
C 7.3     Materials for Call Center acquired                         M                   
      identify need to set up call center box x                                           
      Contract with service provider to contruct the box   x                                         
      Set up the box         x                                   
C 7.4     Pilot call center Box set up within PSI office                           M                 
      Develop scope of work for the call center staff       x                                     
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      Recruit 2 Staff to manage the call center         x                                   
      Train the 2 staff hired to manage the call center           x                                 
C 7.5     2 staff to manage call center during pilot recruited and trained                           M                 
      Identify Septic tank volume calculation variable/element   x                                         
      Set up a sytstem or formula for Septic tank volume calculation (Excel based)     x                                       
      Test the system       x                                     
C 7.6     Septic tank volume calculation system (Excel based) developed                         M                   
      Test the call center   x x x                                     
      Connect HH to VTO by providing Sanitation service   x x x x x x x x x x x x                   
C 7.7     Call center pilot launched and feedback collected                           M                 
      Establish strong partenership with key experts for reinforcement of the model     x x x x x x x x                         
C 7.8     Partnership with Beaumont, VTO, WRP, IPA, Triggrerise established                         M                   
      Initiate discussion with Beaumout                         x                   
      Collect and document information on the using on Beaumont pump                         x                   
      Discussion on the key technical support to SSD project                         x x                 
C 7.9     Documents and technical support provided by Beaumont for mechanical pump                           M                 
      Train and familiarize selected VTO on the call center fonctionning (their role and 

responsabilities) 
  x x x                                     

C 7.10     Selected  VTOs trained on operation call center and use of Beaumont Pump                             M               
C 8   Phase 3: Scale up                                             
C 8.1     Develop call center pilot assessement protocol (including HH satifications)                         x x                 
      Conduct call center pilot assessement in selected sampled                            x                 
      Call center pilot assessment conducted                             M               
      Initiate discussion with IPA on their experince about call center x x                                         
      Organize exchange visit          x x x x x                           
C 8.2     Exchange visit with IPA to learn about call center experience organized                             M               
C 8.3     Requirements and develop plan for call center interface/SMS system identified                               M             
C 8.4     Requirements for mobile payment identified                                 M           
C 8.5     Mobil payment integrated into business model                                   M         
C 8.6     Prototype software interface/SMS developed and tested                                 M           
C 8.7     Software revised and deployed                                   M         
C 8.8     Call center system updated                                     M       
C 9   Phase 4: Privatization                                             
C 9.1     Mapping of local technology and Telecommunication company completed                           M                 
C 9.2     Quality assurance protocol developed                             M               
C 9.3     Privatization plan developed                               M             
C 9.4     Workshop with corporate partners on the model organized                                 M           
C 9.5     MoU with Selected Corporate partners developed and signed                                   M         
C 10   Finance Product                                             
      VTOs linked with Mfis                                             
      P&Ls for VTO activities completed                                             
C 10.1     P&Ls for VTO activities completed                 M                           
      Discussion with Mfis to figure out barriers and solutions                                             
      Develop solutions and provide collateral if needed                                             
C 10.2     Loan product for VTO and entrepreneurs developed                 M                           
C 10.3     Communication on Loan Product for VTO and Entrepreneurs launched                 M                           
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C 10.4     First loans to VTO and entrepreneurs provided                         M                   
C 10.5     Reimbursement follow-up with selected MFI's initiated                           M                 
  Model 4: User Interface and Superstructure                                             
C 11   Phase 1: Research                                             
C 11.1     Concept card (manufacture and install times, prod specs, cost) developed                             M               
C 11.2     Business model finalized                               M             
C 11.3     Potential loan options for landlords developed                               M             
C 11.4     Viability, feasibility, desirability tale created                               M             
C 11.5     Interviews conducted                                 M           
C 12   Phase 2: Pilot                                             
C 12.1     Pilot sites identified                                 M           
C 12.2     Materials acquired                                 M           
C 12.3     Masons trained                                   M         
C 12.4     Initial UI/Superstructures installed                                   M         
C 12.5     Pilot phase assessment conducted                                   M         
C 13   Phase 3: Scale up                                             
C 13.1     Scale up Plan developed                                     M       
C 13.2     Financial Product for UI/Superstructures developed                                     M       
C 13.3     Local partners identified                                       M     
C 13.4     Communication Plan developed                                       M     
C 13.5     Communication Campaign for UI/Superstructure financing launched                                         M   
  Model 5: Biodigester                                             
C 14   Phase 1: Research                                             
C 14.1     Map of water table level per commune completed                             M               
C 14.2     Business Model for Biodigester developed                               M             
C 14.3     1 pager on Biodigester created                               M             
C 14.4     Research on viability, feasibility, desirability of Biodigester completed                                 M           
C 14.5     Initial pre-order list & initial installation locations developed                                 M           
C 14.6     Potential emptying service linkages identified                                 M           
C 14.7     Sales & distribution plan developed                                   M         
C 14.8     Technology partner identified                                   M         
C 14.9     Prioritized list of product features created                                   M         
C 
14.10 

    Product brochures (detailing out specifications) created                                   M         

C 15   Phase 2: Pilot                                             
C 15.1     5 Compounds for pilot (MVP) identified                                   M         

C 15.2     List of Manufacturer/Masons and Hardware shop partners developed                                   M         
C 15.3     5 Manufacturer/Masons and Hardware shop enrolled per commune                                   M         
C 15.4     MoU signed with Biofil                                   M         
C 15.5     List of Materials for Biodigester Construction identified and purchased                                     M       
C 15.6     Selected nanufacturer or masons trained on prototype (with Biofil)                                       M M   
C 15.7     5 Biodigesters constructed with Biofil TA                                         M   
C 16   Phase 3: Scale up                                             
C 16.1     Scale up plan developed                                           M 
C 16.2     Local partners identified                                           M 
C 16.3     Communication Plan developed                                           M 
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Benin 
 

    Oct Nov Dec Jan Fe
b 

Ma
r 

Ap
r 

Ma
y 

Ju
n 

Jul Au
g 

Se
p 

B Model 1: Sales of Existing VIP Latrines with Sato Pan 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4                 
B 1   Phase 1: Research & Mapping                                                   

      Determine dimensions of latrine x                                                 
      Determine amount of material needed to construct latrine (quantity 

of cement, sand, etc.) 
x                                                 

      Draw up schematics of latrine design   x                                               
B 1.1     Quantitative estimate of materials for existing latrines conducted      M                                             
      Field study to determine actual prices of materials listed in quantitative 

estimate of needed materials 
  x                                               

      Compile prices determined during field study, create cost estimate   x                                               

B 1.2     Price structure of latrine components created (pre fab too)     M                                             
      Estimate manufacturing cost     x                                             
      Establish willingness to pay of consumer     x x                                           
      Establish sufficient profit margin for entrepreneur      x                                             
      Present initial sales price to entrepreneurs for feedback       x                                           
B 1.3     Initial retail price for toilet with Sato Pan interface set       M                                           
      Contact DANA to export 150 SP for SSD Benin Team x                                                 
B 1.4     Existing 150 SP from Ghana shipped for immediate use  M                                                 
B 2   Phase 2: Pilot                                                   
      Create selection criteria for entrepreneurs and masons         x                                         
      Publicize call for offers for interested parties         x x                                       
      Select 10 best entrepreneurs from interested parties             x                                     
      Send invitations to selected entrepreneurs               x                                   
B 2.1     Potential entrepreneurs,importers and masons Identified and 

recruited 
              M                                   

      Write first draft of MOU, share with team, incorporate feedback     x                                             
      Finalize MOU for entrepreneurs                x                                   
B 2.2     MOU with Entrepreneurs and masons signed                 M                                 
      Write terms of reference for the training x                                                 
      Publish terms of reference for training consultant recruitement  x x                                               
      Technical assistance from 3SI/Path/IDE  to create a training curriculum   x x x x x                                       
      Prepare training logistics and supplies             x                                     
      Prepare and send invitations to participants               x x                                 
B 2.3     Entrepreneurs and masons trained on technology and sales 

strategy 
                  M                               

      Literature review of existing demographic/health data x                                                 
      Write research brief and interview guides x x                                               
      Identify potential research zones to survey   x                                               
      Inform local authorities of survey activities   x                                               
      Recruit research agents to carry out interviews/survey   x x                                             
      Collect and analyze data; extrapolate statistically viable estimation     x x x                                         
B 2.4     Potential market size of households without latrines estimated           M                                       
      Create list of potential importers and hardware stores x                                                 
      Evaluate capacity of each potential partner to distribute Sato Pan x                                                 
      Create presentation support materials to convince importers   x                                               
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      Contact potential partners to gage interest   x                                               
      Create a preliminary distribution / supply chain for Sato Pan     x x x                                         
B 2.5     Distribution channel for Sato Pan identified           M                                       
      Write first draft of MOU, share with team, incorporate feedback         x x                                       
B 2.6     MOU negotiated with an importer for Sato Pan             M                                     
      Prepare logistics for meeting (goals)             x                                     
      Prepare meeting program and necessary materials               x                                   
      Prepare and send invitations to participants               x x                                 
B 2.8     Meeting between importer and local artisans organized                   M                               
      Contact importer to order 3000 Sato Pan             x                                     
B 2.7     3000 Sato pan arrived in Benin                           M                       
      Review capacity and strengths of partners and identify partner promotion 

activities 
x                                                 

      Review other marketing and sales strategies created by ABMS x                                                 
      Meet with marketing and sales team to develop strategy   x                                               
      Organize 2 day validation session for marketing and sales strategy with 

marketing department and relevant stakeholders 
    x                                             

      Share first draft with relevant partners for feedback     x                                             
B 2.9     Marketing and sales strategy developed       M                                           
      Promotional support identified                     x                             
      Promotional support designed                     x                             
      Promotional support ordered                           x x                     
      Promotional support received                               x                   
B 
2.10 

    Promotional support material designed, ordered and received                               M                   

      Select the demontration area with municipalities authorities     x x                                             
      Define all tools needeed for the demonstration (picture, videos, 

speech, etc.) 
      x x                                         

      Invite households / people who want to improve their toilet            x                                       
#RE
F! 

    Initial 2 public community demonstrations conducted             M                                     

      Identify and select early adopters for demonstration unit               x                                   
      Sign MOU with them               x x                                 
      Toilet construction                  x x                               
#RE
F! 

    Initial VIP Latrines with Sato Pan Interface sold to early adopters as 
demonstration unit for community level promotions  

                    M                             

      Prepare logistics for meeting (goals)                           x                       
      Prepare meeting program and necessary materials                             x                     
      Prepare and send invitations to participants                               x                   
#RE
F! 

    Session for local municipalities on enforcement of sanitation by-
laws held 

                                M                 

B 3   Phase 3: Scale up                                                   
      Develop Pilot Phase report                                    x               
      Feedback from Partners on the Pilot Phase and analyze data                                   x               
      Determine if pilot is to pivot, perservere or cancel                                    x               
      Revise Buiness Model with feedback integrated to the model                                    x               
B 3.1     Pilot Phase assessment conducted and Business Model revised                                   M               
B 3.2     Scale up Plan developed                                     M             
      Develop a scale up marketing and sales strategy                                      x             
      Collaborate with municipal officials on a BCC campaign                                     x             
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B 3.3     Communication Plan developed and launched                                      M             
      Scale up sales and promotion plan developed                                     x             
      Additional Sales/promotional agents and entrepreneurs identified 

and recruited 
                                    x             

      Conduct sales and business training for new agents and businesses                                      x             
B 3.4     Sales Team recruited and trained                                     M             
      Develop follow up tools                                      x x           
      Train sales and entrepreneurs on use of the follow up tools                                       x           
      Conduct monthly follow ups with sales agents and businesses                                        x           
#RE
F! 

    Monitoring of sales trends initiated                                       M           

#RE
F! 

    60 VIP Latrines with Sato Pan Interface solde                                         M M M M M 

      Quarterly and annual reports developed                                                x   
      SSD Benin One Pager developed                                                x   
      SSD Benin Blog post developed                                                 x 
#RE
F! 

    Lessons learned shared/published                                                 M 

  Model 2: Sales of VIP Latrines w/Prefabricated Components + Sato Pan                                                   
B 4   Phase 1: Research & Mapping                                                   
      Research brief     x                                             
      First draft of enquiry form, concept cart, etc.       x                                           
      Final draft of enquiry form, concept cart         x                                         
B 4.1     Rough prototype testing of prefabricated latrine + Sato Pan 

conducted 
          M M                                     

      Determine amount of material needed to construct latrine (quantity of 
cement, sand, etc.) 

              x                                   

      Determin amount of material needed to build molds (quantity of cement, 
sand, etc.) 

                x x                               

      Draw up schematics of latrine design                   x x                             
B 4.2     Quantitative estimations of prices for latrine components 

conducted (prefab) 
                      M                           

B 4.3     Technical specifications and design for model drafted                                 M                 
      Determin dimension of molds                   x x                             
      Determin amount of material needed to build molds (quantity of 

cement, sand, etc.) 
                        x x                       

      Draw up schematics of molds design                             x x                   
B 4.4     Molds for prefabricated elements of latrine (slab, pit) ordered                                 M                 
B 5   Phase 2: Pilot                                                   
      Write terms of reference for the training                                                    
      Recruit a training consultant to assist SSD Benin Engineer to form 

artisans 
                  x x                             

      Prepare training logistics and supplies                           x x                     
      Prepare and send invitation to participants                               x x                 
B 5.1     Artisans trained on use of molds to make prefabricated elements                                   M               
      Select the demonstration area                                x                   
      build the prefab toilet                               x x                 
      Prepare demonstration logistics and supplies                             x                     
      Prepare and send invitation to participants                               x x                 
B 5.2     Demonstration unit of new latrine model constructed                                   M               
      Identify households for prefabricated prototype test                                   x               
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      Install the prefabricated prototype toilet                                    x               
      Organize field visit supervision by government authorities                                    x               
B 5.3     Government Approval of Latrine with Prefabricated Elements 

obtained 
                                      M           

B 6   Phase 3: Scale up                                                   
      Review data and results from initial Marketing and sales 

strategy 
                                      x           

      Feedbacks from Partners on initial data                                        x           
      Present data to consultants /entrepreneurs to gather 

feedbacks  
                                      x           

      Develop a revised marketing plan first draft                                       x           
B 6.1     Scale Up Marketing Plan revised                                       M           
      Collaborate with municipal officials on a BCC campaign                                         x         
B 6.2     Communication Plan developed and launched                                          M         
#RE
F! 

    Product integrated into existing distribution channel                                           M       

#RE
F! 

    Scale up Plan developed                                             M     

      Develop follow up tools                                              x     
      Train sales and entrepreneurs on use of the follow up tools                                             x     
      Conduct monthly follow ups with sales agents and businesses                                              x     
#RE
F! 

    Sales monitoring system initiated                                             M     

#RE
F! 

    Business model reviewed and revised                                               M   

      300 VIP Latrinves with prefabricated components + Sato Pan solde                                     M M M M M M M 
      Quarterly and annual reports developed                                              x x   
      SSD Benin One Pager developed                                                x   
      SSD Benin Blog post developed                                               x   
#RE
F! 

    Lessons learned shared/published                                                 M 

  Model 3: Rehabilitation, Emptying, and Cleaning Services                                                   
B 7   Phase 1: Research & Mapping                                                   
      Write research brief and relevant guides/tools x                                                 
      Recruit research agents x                                                 
      Test and train research agents on market size estimation tools   x                                               
      Begin survey and data collection   x x                                             
      Compile and analyze data       x                                           
B 7.1     Market size estimation completed       M                                           
      Define client segmentation criteria x                                                 
      Develop ACCESS database   x x x                                           
      Market segmentation completed       M                                           
      Census and geo-locate households with full or abandoned latrines   x x                                             
B 7.2     Map of high concentration of unemptied or abandoned pits 

produced 
      M                                           

      Define content of each service offered (cleaning or emptying) x                                                 
      Research existing costs for similar services on the market x x                                               
      Present initial service package and associated prices to potential 

entrepreneurs and clients 
    x                                             

B 7.3     Service package and price structure defined       M                                           
      Census and geo-locate existing VTOs x x                                               
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      Organize information and work session with the National Office of 
Sanitation (DGA) and VTO association to discuss current VTO activities and 
operational zones and opportunities for VTOs 

    x                                             

B 7.4     Map of current VTO activity produced       M                                           
B 8   Phase 2: Pilot                                                   
B 8.1     Sales and promotion plan developed   x   M                                           
B 8.2     Sales/promotional agents and entrepreneurs identified and recruited x x x M                                           
B 8.3     Sales agents and entrepreneurs trained on proposed service             x x M                                 
B 8.4     Performance criteria for VTO selection established           x     M                                 
B 8.5     Potential VTO candidates identified and evaluated           x x x M                                 
B 8.6     10 VTOs selected to test the proposed model                 x                                 
B 8.7     Training consultant identified and recruited           x x x x                                 
B 8.8     VTOs trained on business management and promotional capacities                 x x M                             
B 8.9     Hotline operators trained to direct households to quality emptying 

services 
                  x M                             

B 
8.10 

    Promotion of improved services through launched via ABMS 
hotline 

                  M                               

      Select the demontration area with municipalities authorities                 x x                                 
      Define all tools needeed for the demonstration (picture, videos, 

speech, etc.) 
                x                                 

      Invite households / people who need the service                  x                                 
      Initial 2 public community demonstrations conducted                 M M                               
      Identify and select early adopters for demonstration                  X                                 
      Sign MOU with them                   X                               
      Provide package of service to the household selected                   X X                             
B 
8.11 

    At least initial 5 Households received the service                       M M                         

B 9   Phase 3: Scale up                                                   
B 9.1     Scale up Plan developed                           M                       
      Develop a scale up marketing and sales strategy                                                    
      Collaborate with municipal officials on a BCC campaign                                                   
B 9.2     Communication Plan developed and launched                            M                       
      Scale up sales and promotion plan developed                                                   
      Additional Sales/promotional agents and entrepreneurs identified 

and recruited 
                                                  

      Conduct sales and business training for new agents and businesses                                                    
B 9.3     Sales Team recruited and trained                           M M                     
      Develop follow up tools                                                    
      Train sales and entrepreneurs on use of the follow up tools                                                   
      Conduct monthly follow ups with sales agents and businesses                                                    
#RE
F! 

    Monitoring of sales trends initiated                               M                   

#RE
F! 

    Technical requirements for automated monitoring system 
determined 

                                M                 

#RE
F! 

    Potential private-sector management/coordination service 
identified 

                                M                 

#RE
F! 

    Services adopted by 50 households                                   M               

#RE
F! 

    Private-sector mgt services trained                                     M             

#RE
F! 

    Business model reviewed and revised                                     M             

      Continue to provide package of service to the new household                                     M M M M M M M 
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selected 
      Quarterly and annual reports developed                                                    
      SSD Benin One Pager developed                                                    
      SSD Benin Blog post developed                                                   
#RE
F! 

    Lessons learned shared/published                                       M M M       

B 10   Develop sanitation finance product for landlords and 
entrepreneurs 
  

                                                  

      Conference Call and interview with other partners who have 
implemented sanitation loans with MFIs 

x                                                 

      Deepen our exchange with PEBCO about the content of the MOU   x                                               
      Write the MOU with the support of ABMS contract service      x                                             
      Submit the MOU to SSD Chief of Party , PSI Washingtone Sanitation 

adviser and PATH for their Feed-back 
      x                                           

      Submit the MOU to PEBCo       x                                           
B 
10.1 

    MOU negotiated with PEBCo to provide loans to landlords         M                                         

      Set-up Guarantee Fund management team composed By some 
persons from ABMS; PEBCo, and Municipalities Staff  

  x x                                             

      Transfert the Guarantee Fund to PEBCo       x                                           
B 
10.2 

    Operationalization of a guarantee fund for PEBCo negotiated         M                                         

      PEBCo to open an account in which the Fund will be put.           x                                       
B 
10.3 

    Guarantee Fund established             M                                     

      Training for PEBCo Credit Agent about Sanitation Loan                   x                               
      Training for PEBCo Saving Agent about Saving-Credit Plan                           x                       
      Direct the first Landlord to PEBCo                           x x                     
      PEBCo to analize each lanlord folder and take decision                                x x                 
B 
10.4 

    First loan provided to landlord                                   M               

      Send invitation letter to MFI and VTOs                   x                               
B 
10.5 

    Workshop between MFI actors, VTOs, and entrepreneurs organized                     M                             

      Deepen our exchange with FINADEV about the content of the MOU             x x x                                 
      Write the MOU with the support of ABMS contract service                      x                             
      Submit the MOU to SSD Chief of Party , PSI Washingtone Sanitation 

adviser and PATH for their Feed-back 
                          x x                     

      Submit the MOU to FINADEV                               x x x               
B 
10.6 

    MOU negotiated with FINADEV to provide loans to entrepreneurs 
& VTOS 

                                    M             

      Set-up communication Strategies and tools                              x x                   
B 
10.7 

    Communication campagne for financial products developed                                 M                 

      Send invitation letter to landlords per zone                                   x x             
B 
10.8 

    Communication campagne launched                                       M           

      Training for FINADEV Credit Agent about Sanitation Loan                                       x           
      Direct the first VTO's and Entrepreneurs to FINADEV                                       x           
      FINADEV to analize each lanlord folder and take decision                                        x           
B 
10.9 

    First loans provided                                       M           
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      Set-up feedback tools                                         x x       
B 
10.1
0 

    Continuous client feedback collection mechanism launched                                             M     

B 
10.1
1 

    Monitoring system for loan/payback rates initiated                                       M           

B 
10.1
2 

    Financial model reviewed and revised                                         M         

B 
10.1
3 

    Lessons learned shared/published                                           M M M   



  
 

Appendix G Illustrative Business Models for Cote d’Ivoire 
 
Cote d’Ivoire 
 
Prefabricated Septic Tanks 
 
Customer Segments 
The primary client will be landlords of compound houses.  Landlords have been selected over 
renters because they have greater buying power, have a vested interest in improving the property, 
and are effectively business owners.  The market size for this model will be calculated during Q1.  
They can make loan payments by increased rent from tenants, in return for improving the quality 
of the housing. The model will initially target two market segments. Landlords who own “upper 
lower” rental properties where CFA 20,000-30,000 is charged per month per tenant and “lower” 
rental properties where CFA 10,000-20,000 is charged per month.  
 
The SSD team created two Landlord archetypes, called Norbert and Adjoumani, using the market 
landscaping and additional qualitative research conducted in FY 2016. Norbert and Abjoumani 
bring to life the pains and gains of these two segments and development of this model will be 
grounded by their needs, desires and preferences.  Their profiles are shown in Annex N.  A 
segmentation table will be completed in Q1FY17 that will give a quantitative estimate of the 
potential market size. 
 
Value Proposition 
The value proposition is to increase income yield from rentals, reduce costs for emptying, and 
potentially improve the quality of tenants. Cash constrained landlords will be able to access financing 
from an MFI.  The loan would be considered a business loan by the MFI, and increased rent revenue 
could be used to help make payments.  SSD research indicates that tenants are willing to pay increased 
rent for housing that includes a toilet facility. Note that a concrete septic tank will be tested to leverage 
the existing value chain for concrete.  There are many SME’s in West Africa that manufacture 
products made from concrete.  Other options, such as plastic or fiberglass, would depend on fewer 
large businesses with specialized equipment, such as a rota-molder, which would reduce competition 
and likely lead to higher prices. 
 
Channels 
Potential communication channels to reach Abjoumani and Norbert will be via referrals from partners, 
such as hardware shops, entrepreneurs, plumbers, and NGOs, in addition to limited above the line 
marketing to create brand awareness, and leveraging potential public sector generic behavior change 
communication where possible. 
 
Cost 
A costing analysis has been completed in Abidjan shows that material costs for a 6 m3 septic tank is 
$300, equivalent to prices in India.  Initial work with a large concrete manufacturer has revealed high 
costs for a finished product.  The project will therefore explore manufacturing with much less 
expensive local masons.  It will also explore the use of ferrocement as a means to reduce costs and is in 
discussions with REAL India, an NGO that has produced low cost septic tanks made using 
ferrocement.  Additional analysis will look at overall technology and installation costs, including the 
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Menu of standardized 
complimentary 
products 
Link with MFI 
Global technical 
support network 

Landlords: 
With no 
existing toilets 
for tenants 
With 
inadequate or 
poorly 
constructed 
septic tanks 
requiring 
frequent 
emptying 
With 
insufficient 
number of 
toilets for 
their renters 

Customer Support 
Follow-up calls 
Linkage to FSM 
Client Referrals 

MFIs 
ONAD 
PSI India 
Manufacturers 
CORAXEL 
Latrine 
providers 
Hardware 
shops 

Landlords: 
Standardized, quality sanitation products 
Increase income yield from rentals 
Increase demand and  tenant quality 
Reduce of costs of emptying 
Access to the credit 

Client 
Acquisition 
Product design 
and construction 
Product 
installation 
Training 
MFI Liaison 

MFIs: 
Access to high-value client base and 
market share 
Satisfy gov’t requirement for social 
investment 

Stage 1: Early 
Adopters 
Demonstrations 
Stage 2: Market 
Expansion 
Referrals 
VariousATL/BTL 
promotions 

Product 
Sales 
Septic tank 
Toilet 

Prospection and promotion 
Equipment acquisition /Raw materials 
Product production 
Material transportation 
Installation and Labor 

MFI Client Referral 
Fee (?) 
single payment or % of 
loan 

MFIs 

Installation fees 
Septic tank 
Toilet 
Superstructure 

cost of demolishing existing low-quality tanks, cost reductions from decreased emptying frequency, 
and number of users. The costs will be better understood after production of preliminary test models. 
 
Revenue 
The costing analysis plus finalized product designs will be used to develop a business and financial 
case with a strong sales argument that will be pitched to focal businesses with sufficient acumen to 
manage the overall Prefabricated Septic Tank model.   
 
Key Resources 
For this model several resources will be used to come up with the product and implement all activities 
around the model. Among of those resources, the core all are listed below: 

- Product specification cards 
- Expertise from India and MFI –Global technical support  
- Warehouse for product 
- Finance resources 
- Equipment and materials for construction  
- Workforce 

Key Partners 
To reach our objectives key partner including national stakeholders were identified to support the 
project in the implementation of the model, include among other:  

- Latrine providers/Hardware shops 
- Manufacturers (Which can be masons, construction product companies, concrete or 

Construction enterprise…) 
- Coraxel (company with expertise of the construction Septic tank in plastic 
- PSI India through lessons learnt and learning share form 3SI project 
- ONAD 
- MFIs 

Vidange Plus Call Center 
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Customer Segments 
The Vidange Plus/Call center model will initially target the same two market segments as the 
Storage/Upgrades business model. Landlords who own “upper lower” rental properties where 20-
30,000 CFA is charged per month per tenant and “lower” rental properties where 10-20,000 CFA is 
charged per month. VTOs will also be a target customer segment for the “master” or focal business, 
specifically medium and small VTOs, and are key to making this model work. Two VTO archetypes 
were created called Moussa and Arsène using the market landscaping and additional qualitative 
research conducted in FY 2016. Moussa and Arsène will bring to life the pains and gains of VTOs and 
ensure that the model is designed with their incentives to participate top-of-mind.  Once the category is 
strengthened, additional market segments will be targeted, including those consumers that primarily 
use manual emptying.   
 
Value Proposition 
For landords, Vidange Plus Call Center will offer peace of mind, including a clear explanation of 
pricing, so they know what they are getting for their money, and proactive emptying that ensures waste 
doesn’t pool in their compound causing bad odors and a health hazard.  For VTOs the service will 
increase profits by lowering the cost of service, and increasing their client load.  For VTOs that also 
offer tank repair or replacement service, it will provide them with valuable consumer contacts.   
 
Channels 
The SSD team has envisioned several ways to obtain customers for the model. Various options can be 
tested, for example using A/B testing, where different client acquisition methods are used in different 
neighborhoods, and the results compared. 
 
Some of the ways that the model might get customers include door-to-door sales, sales promotional 
activities, or associating with other organizations already working in the target neighborhoods. The 
door-to-door sales method might entail having a sales agent speak directly with landlords to explain 
the service and to educate them about septic tank maintenance. Many households do not understand the 
importance of regular emptying in order to prevent the buildup of solids in the bottom of the tank.  The 
sales agent might also propose an immediate emptying of the tank, if appropriate, and provide the 
client with a quote for a discounted service. He or she could also register the client in the Vidange Plus 
Call Center system, to receive regular SMS messages about sanitation, and announcement of special 
offers.  The agent could also cross sell a Prefabricated septic tank (the second model) to households 
who need them.   
 
It is highly possible that this type of customer acquisition will prove too costly. In that case the project 
may opt for more efficient methods, such as neighborhood wide promotional activities, which could 
include opening an information booth with a model septic tank, or advertising the call center phone 
number, via brochures, posters and radio ads, so that people can call in for more information, or to 
request a household visit.  Other ways to reach potential customers and create demand could include 
SMS telemarketing to targeted neighborhoods, and leveraging government support to create awareness 
regarding health and environmental concerns associated with poor emptying practices. 
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Customer Relationships 
The call center will be the main connection between households and the service.  The service will try 
to build a real relationship based on trust. The Vidange Plus Call Canter will become a trusted source 
of support for household sanitation problems.  For the VTOs the connection to this service will also be 
through the call center. Operators will be in direct communication with the truckers to ensure that they 
perform the service according to standards. 
 
Cost 
Some of the major costs of the model will be operation of the call center, and customer acquisition 
costs. These could include the cost of the sales force, and advertising and sales promotional activities. 
A refined business model and P&L estimates will be created following additional tests of key 
assumptions planned for September 2016. 
 
Revenue 
The model will generate revenue by charging the VTOs a commission on each tank emptied.  A 10-
15% commission maybe be appropriate.  Participating VTOs will pay a guarantee at registration and 
will receive a monthly invoice for the Vidange Plus Call Center services. If they fail to pay, the cost 
will be deducted from their guarantee.  It is anticipated that other value-added services will be created 
as the model evolves. 
 
Partners 
In the implementation of Vidange plus model we will need to work with several key partners like 
ONAD, IPA, Triggerise, VTO federation, Beaumont, Other key may be identify during the prototyping. 
So, as ONAD the national structure in charge of sanitation will help professionalize the sanitation 
service activities through it’s of VTO certification process.  Also we except to received technical 
support from Innovation for Poverty Action (IPA) in Burkina Faso in the developing of the call center 
interface and Share experiences in Call center management. 
 
Partnership with Beaumont will be very useful in providing small technologies (Omni pump) to help 
VTO who do not have sufficient funds to acquire High capacity of trucks, to have the opportunity 
through Omni pump to provide to household’s high quality of service. 
 
In terms of SMS interface Triggerise will provide the project assistance to develop the interface for 
the VTO drivers. To facilitate the prototyping, the team will rely on the VTO federation for 
mobilization and sensitization to allow the buy-in of VTO. 
 
Scale-up Strategy 
Once a stable model has been created, SSD will encourage private sector businesses to invest in the 
Vidange Plus Call Center model, or start their own call center.  It will offer support to interested and 
qualified businesses at the start-up phase, to reduce risk and support the new venture with key partners, 
such as government agencies, MFIs, or community groups. It is anticipated that expansion of the 
model has the potential to move hundreds of households from improper containment and emptying 
practices, such as manual emptying, to mechanized tank emptying. 
 
Finance 
SSD will continue to facilitate le linkage between MFI preferred partners, Advans/ MicroCred and the 
16 VTOs trained in business skills by IECD. The goal is to permit to our M/SMEs partners to get 
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access to loans in order to improve their trucks (engine, square parts). Also, in order to raise the level 
of their service the loans can be helpful for the purchasing of additional pump for the solid treatment. 
The Sanitation Financing research in CDI and the assessment made with DCA revealed the rough 
interest of the MFIs to meet the VTOs and develop a financing relationship. 
SSD will follow these MFIs to facilitate the their prospecting, support negotiation,  provide guidance 
to both and support VTOs to meet MFIs requirement in terms of documentation. 
 
Priority Hypotheses to be Tested 

• VTOs are willing to work through a third party to find new clients; including sharing profits 
with the call center. 

• VTOs will agree to pay the call center on a monthly basis 
• Various types of customer acquisition. 
• There are enough households in the target area that need tanks emptied. 
• The call center is able to control and supervise VTO quality.  
• Households will trust the new service. 
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Customer Archetypes from Cote d’Ivoire 
 
 
 
 
 

Norbert 
 
Norbert is the landlord of a compound and renting his apartments is his only source of revenue. 
There are ten apartments in the compounds with three showers and three toilets for approximately 
50 residents. Norbert isn’t sure exactly how many people live in the compound. Norbert charges 
15,000 per month per apartment; however, his tenants are often late with their rent. Norbert 
regularly only receives 70,000 out of the 150,000 he should take in each month.  
 
His tenants are often unhappy with him. When he visits the compound he avoids the toilets because 
he knows they are in a bad state. From time to time his tenants invest their own money to improve 
the toilets, including doors and roofing. Norbert avoids making commitments because he is scared 
at the thought of not being able to meet financial obligations.  
 
He isn’t really concerned about the hygienic state of his compound, especially as he doesn’t live 
there. And he frequently avoids handling disputes between tenants, which often arrive to the 
limited number of toilets and showers.  
 
The tank in his compound was installed many years ago and fills frequently. He relies on his 
tenants to notify him when the tank needs to be emptied. Most of the time he calls the same VTO 
to empty his tank; however, he has used a manual emptier in the past, specifically when he didn’t 
have enough money to pay for a truck. He knows that there is a discharge station in Abobo near the 
zoo, but is not very concerned with whether or not waste from the compound is disposed of there.  

Adjoumani 
 
Adjoumani owns two compounds with ten apartments total; all apartments have two rooms. In 
each compound there are four showers and five toilets. These facilities are shared among the 
approximately 20 residents of each compound. Adjoumani works in the transportation sector and 
renting his apartments is a welcome second source of income. He charges 30,000 per month per 
apartment.       
 
For the most part his tenants pay their rent on time, and are never more than two months behind. 
Adjoumani is sensitive to the well-being of his tenants and makes some effort to great a good 
atmosphere. He’s even considered making upgrades to the toilets and showers in his compound.   
 
He takes responsibility for emptying of the tanks once informed that they are full by his tenants. He 
knows that fecal waste sometimes gets disposed of in the nearby ravine and thinks this is 
disgusting. Adjoumani generally has a high awareness and concern for hygiene and cleanliness. As 
a landlord, he thinks that trying to maintain a certain level of cleanliness in his compounds is a sign 
of quality. He is well respected in his community and by other landlords.  
 
Adjoumani prefers to use the services of VTOs. He recently changed providers because he was 
unsatisfied with the level of service of his previous VTO. He has used manual emptiers before 
because his tank is very large and solids accumulate making it impossible to be removed 
mechanically. The tanks in his compound are very old, constructed by his father more than twenty 
years ago, and often requires repairs.  
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Appendix H  Illustrative Business Models for Benin 

 
 
Sanitation Model – VIP Latrines with SaTo Pan Interface 
 
Customer Segments 
The VIP latrine and SaTo Pan seat package will target individual households without latrines, and 
landlords seeking to construct latrines in shared compounds in low-water table areas of Abomey-
Calavi and Porto-Novo. Currently, there are approximately 40,000 households in Abomey-Calavi and 
Porto-Novo and 29,000 households without latrines in Cotonou. Assuming 20% are interested in 
procuring a VIP latrine (acknowledging that remaining households will procure other types of latrines 
or continue current defecation habits), there is a potential market size of 13,800 households for VIP 
latrines with a SaTo Pan interface. If we include an additional 20% of households with latrines that 
wish to improve them (approximately 5,024 households); the total number of potential households to 
be reached by the project with this model will be 18,824 beneficiary households. 
 
Value Proposition 
By incorporating a SaTo Pan into a simple concrete seat and installing it over current pit latrines, 
households can have access to a toilet that is free of odors and insects, comfortable to use, requires 
minimal water for flushing, and imitates the characteristics of a modern toilet. 
 
Channels 
To ensure customer satisfaction and increase sales, various strategies will be employed, including 
quality assurance and after sales service; linking clients with MFIs; construction according to 
government standards; and certified emptying and cleaning structures. To reach new customers, 
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selected entrepreneurs and the SSD team will promote the latrine through public community latrine 
demonstrations, sales agents, real estate agents, solid waste collectors, and other promotional channels 
to generate demand. Entrepreneurs will earn revenue through the sales of SaTo Pan incorporated VIP 
latrines to households and SaTo Pan seats to households with existing latrines. 
 
Costs 
The purchase price of a simple SaTo Pan (after fees and taxes) is approximately $4 US7; while the 
price for a SaTo Pan installed in an elevated cement platform is approximately $16 US. There exists an 
additional plastic seated model with an incorporated SaTo Pan that costs approximately $15 US. 
 
Current pit latrine construction costs remain expensive, but are still the lowest-cost model 
recommended and approved by the Ministry of Health for the project intervention area. Toilets such as 
the Ecosan model or traditional septic tanks cost in excess of 800,000 CFA to well over a million CFA. 
Additionally, toilet models such as the Ecosan model or other composting toilets require significant 
user behavior change to function properly, and tests with the Earth Auger have shown that this type of 
behavior change is difficult to affect. To construct an existing model VIP latrine, the price structure is 
as follows: 
 

Component Costs 
Pit 50,000 CFA ($84) - 150,000 CFA ($254) 
Slab 90,000 CFA ($152) 
Superstructure 25,000 CFA ($50) - 100,000 CFA ($169) 
Ventilation Pipe 15,000 CFA ($25) 
Labor 45,000 CFA ($76) - 90,000 CFA ($152) 
Total 225,000 CFA ($381) - 445,000 ($755) 

 
Revenue 
While demonstrating the SaTo Pan in several hardware stores, interviewed customers stated that they 
would be willing to pay up to 5,000 cfa (approximately $8 US) for the SaTo Pan by itself, 10,000 to 
15,000 CFA for the SaTo Pan incorporated into a cement platform (approximately $17 to $25 US), and 
15,000 CFA ($25) for the plastic seated SaTo Pan model. 
 
Key Partners 
Following a March 2016 workshop with over 20 local entrepreneurs, one business (AMTEL BTP 
SARL) expressed interest to import SaTo Pans for distribution. SSD will assist AMTEL BTP to create 
relationships with hardware stores interested in selling the SaTo Pan. Three hardware stores have been 
identified as a preliminary source of distribution for SaTo Pans because of an active interest in selling 
the prototype. AMTEL BTP will also be put in contact with the identified mason in Porto-Novo, and 
deliver bulk shipments for installation in cement seats.  
 
To construct the proposed VIP latrines, the SSD project plans to work with the business CRATERRE 
BENIN, the highest performing entrepreneur identified by the Center for Small Business Management 
and Promotion (CEPEPE) in Cotonou. The business has more than 20 years’ experience in 
constructing sanitation infrastructure, and has the additional benefit of CEPEPE business and technical 

                                                 
7 All prices assume an exchange rate of $1 US = 590 CFA 
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support. The business is very interested to work with the SSD Project and expressed a willingness to 
supply and set up an 800m2 site for experimenting with the creation of compost from Earth Auger 
waste. 

 
 
FSM Transport Model – Pit Emptying and Renewal Service 
 
Customer Segments 
Potential clients include any household currently using simple pit latrines in the project intervention 
zone. The potential market for the proposed service are households with ventilated or non-ventilated 
latrines, or with flush toilets. The team will conduct a study to better understand the percentage of 
households willing to benefit from or buy proposed services and products. 
 
Value Proposition 
However, if households could empty their latrines or be referred to an entrepreneur who could 
rehabilitate abandoned latrines, they would regain access to a toilet and avoid costs associated with 
new construction. Additionally, if existing or recently built VIP latrines could benefit from regular and 
affordable emptying and cleaning services, the project can ensure their sustainable use by beneficiary 
households. 
 
Channels 
Traditional promotion methods, such as sales agents, advertising materials, and direct marketing will 
be used in addition to leveraging an existing PSI Benin tool, a toll free hotline (La Ligne Verte) well 
known throughout the country, to promote improved emptying and cleaning services and to direct 
interested households to quality service providers. Furthermore, household waste collectors are active 
in Cotonou neighborhoods, and can be used to help identify households requiring emptying or 
improved services. 
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Costs 
Currently, cleaning business charge approximately $5 US for each service visit, and VTOs charge $76 
to empty a 6m3 pit. 
 
Revenue 
Entrepreneurs will offer households different payment options, including reminders for the next 
servicing and a savings plans to pay for future services such as the possibility to pay through mobile 
money. Since reliable service remains a household concern, entrepreneurs will offer several options to 
improve relations and ensure customer loyalty, including rapid (within 24 hours) service when 
requested, reminders for the next required servicing, service plan subscriptions and flexible payment 
methods, and assistance in acquiring loans from appropriate microfinance structures. Entrepreneurs 
will also refer interested households to entrepreneurs selling the SaTo Pan interface as an improvement 
or to rehabilitate latrines. 
 
Key Partners 
One business, called La Proprette, has already approached the SSD project to express their interest in 
beginning latrine cleaning activities. The structure is currently active in general cleaning and 
maintenance activities, but has not yet launched latrine cleaning services. However, the structure 
recently trained 55 cleaning agents, and hopes to use them to carry out these latrine cleaning services. 
 
 
Several hypotheses remain to be tested in order to determine the potential success of the model, 
including: 
 
Consumers reached by promotional messages find the proposed service appealing, due to the increased 
comfort of use, find the price affordable and subscribe to the service; 
Community meetings and demonstrations on the product allow for the rapid client subscriptions and 
the opportunity to scale with the product; and 
Entrepreneurs find the business model viable (sufficient profit margin, easy to renovate or rehabilitate 
current latrines) and are engaged to offer the service. 
Indicators to prove or disprove the following hypotheses are as follows: 
 
At least six (06) households use the service in the first month, and 50 after six months; 
At least 30 community members are reached by each public community demonstration and three (03) 
clients are identified; and 
At least two (02) entrepreneurs, in relation with five (05) VTOs, are engaged in offering this service 
six months after the first public demonstration and have been able to satisfy client demand. 
Other indicators  
 
All pits requiring emptying are hygienically emptied 
All solid waste from toilets (paper with poop on it) are disposed of appropriately  
VTO services are affordable and hygienic 
VTO services are demanded by all consumers that have full pits  
VTO association provides regular support supervision to VTOs  
VTO services become more affordable, especially for the poor 
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Appendix I  Prefabricated Septic Tank 
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